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1Introduction
.-/hat man aesires to believe, he has in the past generally
found reasons for believing, and the deeper the desire to "believe,
tne greater is the difficulty of persuading him of the falsity of
nia interpretations, and of the truth as it actually is. In no
instance is this more clear ly shown than in the insistence of the
majority of the white race in the belief that the African Negroes
are not only greatly inferior to other races, but that they have
made no contributions of culture to humanity in their long history*
Since the opening of the twentieth century, however, the
discoveries of anthropologists, artists and scientists have com-
pelled the few who have read of these discoveries to take a very
different attitude toward the ilegro in Africa and his contribu-
tions to civilization.
Che enslavement of millions of ilegroes, their transportation
into an entirely different environment, climatic aj well as cultural,
left tne great majority o± these ifegro slaves bewildered, despondent,
ana despairing. It is sisall wonder that neither they nor their
i ediate descendants s..owed much initiative and inventiveness in
an atmosphere so i-ioatile, and in a qaltlire so foreign to their own.
As it was the white man's purpose to Lee;: the Negro servile,
it was natural for him to state and to believe that all Negroes
are naturally servile, that no Negroes are capable of advancement
save occasionally in imitation of their masters. It was but
natural also, that the "typical" Ilegro should be described, in
his native habitat, as a rather repulsive being, distinguished
by certain characteristic features, and living the life of the
totally uncultured savage.
I
The purpose of this study is to collect and present evidence
of certain inventions and achievements of the native African
Negroes, in the hope th ^ t iu ..a ..:a._e a ...c c^ntri buti on , nowever
slight, toward dispelling some of these false notions and toward
clearing up some misconceptions.
It would, perhaps, be better for us if we would reflect
occasionally that historically speaJfcing, the dominance of the
_,'orta European races in the world is comparatively recent, that
tuis uominance has not al./ays been exercised in the best interest
of mankind, and that quite possibly we not only owe much to the
bio.c^ and exlow races for achievements of the past, but that
we may still find something in their culture whleh will contribute
still more tc ..a,vaiiCe...c:it o- civilization.
Ellwood says that *while the ability to form concepts and
communicate these through the mechanism of language is the basis
of cultural evolution, the essence of culture is invention or
achievement. .. Culture includes all of man's acquired power
of control ov^r nature and himself* It includes, therefore,
tools, weapons, elothing, shelter, machines, even systems of
industry, ana on the other hand, all of the non-material or
s Lritual eivilizatioi. , such as Ian n e, lit, rature, art,
religion, ritual, morality, law, and government. .. Courtship,
mating and family life are not in themselves cultural facts, since
they ur-^ found in xany animals below u:an. , On the basis of tais
statement, evidence will be presented to show the culture
of the African ffegro.
*iiil"WOod, Gan.a.i ..volution, pp. o-10
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3Part I Jne Eegro In Antiquity
Ethiopia and Egypt
The theory of the close connection between Ethiopia and
Ancient Egypt is interestingly set forth in a pamphlet entitled
Principle of Ethnology: the Origin of :'.aces and Color, with an
lr cheological Compendium of Ethiopian and Egyptian Civilization,"
by Martin E. Delany, published in It179.
Although the author was apparently a firm fundamentalist
and believed in the literal interpretation of the story of the
Creation .-s set forth in Genesis, and attributed the repopulati 08
of the earth aftex the 2'lood to the sons of Eoah, there is, in
his ^ork, besiaes tikis' llijUlQlogloal account, enough of careful
ana thorough ethnology to give it at least the respect of a
Ccir^ful re ding*
quoting from Eiodo-us oiculus, on page 44, we find: "The
laws Ox Ethiopia agree in substance with those of Egypt. This
the Ethiopians accounted for by asserting that Egypt was first
peopled by a colony drawn from their country* "111 order, to evince
this point, thoj mention the lane of Egypt to have been at first,
for e considerable period, entirely covered with water, and
afterwaros raised gradually, so as to become inhabited, by fresh
accessions of mud the Eile brought every year out of "It.iopia."
This is likewise confirmed b., erodotus, ..-ho affirms Egypt to
be the gift of the Rile, and that the whole region, except the
territory of Thebes, in the time of- Liens was one continued
morass
.
Delany continues, "As the Ethiopians agreed with the Egyptians
in mosj of iixelx laws, their splendid funerals, the deification
r <
1
of thsir princes, the several colleges of priests, circ itmeision,
and in fine, most of their sacred end civil institutions, it is
highly probable that the lattice arts, science 'and learning, as
well as religion prevailed among both nations. ITay, this seems
to be expressly asserted by Diodorus dicalus, when he informs
us tnat not only the same izinu of statues, but likewise the same
hieroglyphic figures and chars wters ..ere used in Egypt and
Zt-io;ia, since it is generally allowed that those were the
repositories of Egyptian wisdom and literature. Diodorus
rel.
Ucl'lV their lett
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no doubt by the joint action o.
three great, rulers of the uppc.
ana Egypt, as secred historical depositories of their bodies
after death, as well, probably, also with scientific significance
for astronomical and other purposes. It is said that, by certain
geometrical calculation, they record mathmea tically the history
of ..:11 time p at to their erection. But of this- there is ncti.ing
Delany: Principia of ethnology, p. 45.
<1
authentic."
Another quotation from Diodorus Siculus states that "the
Ethiopians had anciently hieroglyphic characters as well as the
Egyptians. Thus among thiem a hawk signified anything that made
a quick dispatch, that bird in swiftness exceeding most others;
the crocodile denotes malice; the eye, the maintainor of justice,
and the guard of the body; the right hand, open, represented
plenty; and the left, closed, a secure possession of property."
But whether the Egyptians or Ethiopians first, in reality, hit
upon this way of writing, cannot be certainly known, though
diodorus attributes the invention of it to the latter.
"Lucian makes the Ethiopians to have excelled all other
nations in wisdom and literature." In Cummings Antiquities is
found the following statement: "Herodotus says that the
Ethiopians had two sorts of letters, the one called regal, the
other vulgar; and that the regal resembled the sacerdotal
characters of the Egyptians."* The hieroglyphics were the vulgar
or common letters, because representing objects or things to the
eye, known and understood at sight by the common people, the
composition or combination of which into sentences, could easily
be learned by them. These are letters forming a literature
founded upon the philosophy of nature without an alphabet; but
that which was called the regal was of a much higher order, being
artificial characters based on metaphysical philosophy of language.
Delany points out the close resemblance between the Ethiopian
alphabet and the first part of the Greek alphabet, the Greeks
having added eight more characters. Except for the claims of the
Chinese, this appears to be the oldest alphabet in the world.
*I>elany: Principia of Ethnology, pp. 46 and 52
--
-
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The Original Ethiopian Alphabet *
Alf Zai Mai ^: Kof
Bet 11 Hbarm
ti
ft-
Nabas
a! Rees
Geml Tait Saat Saut
Dent ?: Jaman Ain Tawi
Halt V Gaf Af
.Yaw A Lawi A Tzadai
Delany: Principia of Ethnology, p. 53,

7Religion.* The religious polity of the Ethiopians and
Egyptians was splendid. They believed in one omnipotent God, who
ruled over all things, possessing three distinct personal attributes,
and always so represented him. They also believed in a Mediator,
through whom alone they could approach God; but their kings were
their mediatorial deities, through whom alone God answered all
their desires, and their Priests, tutelary divinities, by whom the
desires of the people were made known to the gods or kings. Though
they recognized the personality of one true God, they always repre-
sented Him in three distinct persons; indeed their idea of His
personality was that of a Three-One-God.
Delany quotes from a book by the Duke of Argyll, "The Reign
of Law": "I am informed by Professor Lepsius (through the kind-
ness of Mr. Poole) that there are some still earlier represent-
ations (in the sculptures found in Egypt) of the negro referable
to the 'twelfth dynasty', or to about 1900 B.C. And of this a
further proof is to be found in the fact that at a period at least
2000 years B.C., that is about the time of Abraham, mention is
made in hieroglyphic writing of black or negro troops being raised
by an Egyptian king to assist him in the prosecution of a great war."
Tb.6 author points out, quite logically, (page 64) that an
Egyptian king would not be raising Negro kroops to prosecute a
great war, if the Negro race was an abject people at that time,
as has been intimated by some writers. It appears fairly certain
that some of the hieroglyphic representations found on the temples
and monuments of Egypt point to the advanced status of the Negro.
A careful examination of the sculptures and hieroglyphics bears
out this contention.
Delany: Principia of Ethnology, p. 63.
.-
8If every other evidence in archeology had failed to establish
the identity of the Ethiopian of the Negro race with that of the
original Egyptian in his highest civilization, there is yet one
which, according to Delany, has never been destroyed nor defaced,
but like the everlasting pyramids, has stood through all time to
the present, silently, though most eloquently, pleading the
identity of the African race of the Negro type with that of the
original inhabitants of the upper and lower Nile, known as Ethio-
pia and Egypt, Asia had her ideal genius of race representation
in Asiatica; Europe in Europa, and America in modern days, in her
Godess of Liberty; but "we ask in all reason and soberness, whether
any other race than the African in the symbolic representation of
the Sphinxes, would have placed the great head of a Negro woman
on the body of a lion or lioness, as the ideal representative of
the genius of their race? Especially as we know that the Sphinges
represented the Queens of Egypt through different dynasties,**
There is little doubt as to the Ethiopians having been the
first people in propagating an advanced civilization in morals,
religion, arts, science, and literature—the Egyptians of the same
race begin co-operative, and probably co-ordinate. Every fact in
archeology and ancient research bears evidence of this. The age
of the Pyramids and masterly Sphinxes, from the peculiarity of
their characteristic structures, were among the earliest and very
first of their architectural structures, and the only ones, from
their solidarity, which have withstood the ravages and wreck of
time, and not been either entirely or practically destroyed by
removal, shattering, defacing, or deforming.
That the region of the Nile was in the past devastated by
*Delaney: Principia of Ethnology, p, 70-74,
.no: ..b
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9repeated invasions, and in consequence much of the material culture
was destroyed along with other evidence of
%
the greatness of the
African race seems certain. Authentic history records that when
Cambyses, King of Persia, invaded Egypt, "he was so offended at
the superstition of the Egyptians, that he killed their god Apis
—
the ox or sacred bull—and plundered their temj>les."* In the
history of the Ptolomies we learn that when Ptolemy III, surnamed
Evergetes, returned from his oriental conquest, "loaded with the
spoils of nations, among the immense riches which he brought
he had above 2500 Egyptian gods, which Cambyses had carried away
into Persia when he conquered Egypt."*
.V'hat must have been the spoliation and destruction by others
before and since during a period of more than 3000 years! And yet,
we still look for evidence of former greatness in the remaining
productions of the original inhabitants. Although this seems
quite impossible, in view of the facts, recent works are really
bringing forth convincing evidence.
In this manner Delany has presented his view in vindication
of a race and people whom he considers to have been enlightened,
learned, proud, and powerful, the leaders in civilization, whose
status was such that it was said: Isaiah xx, 6, "And they shall
be afraid and ashamed of Ethiopia their expectation, and Egypt
their glory."
Although the author of this treatise has interwoven much
material of mythological type, there is so much of interest in his
account of Ethiopia and the ancient greatness of the African i\iegro
that it has seemed worth while to give it considerable space.
There are many points at which these conclusions coincide closely
with recent studies of ethnologists and archeologists.
""Quoted in ^elany: Principia of ethnology.
*(
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According to another authority,* the ethnic history of
Egypt seems to have been this: predynastic Egypt was settled by
Negroes from Ethiopia, The Negroes met and mingled with invading
Mediterranean races from North Africa and Asia. Perhaps, as
Chamberlain says, "one of the crime reasons why no civilization
of the type of that of the Nile arose in other parts of the
continent, if such a thing were at all possible, was that Egypt
acted as a sort of channel by which the genius of Negroland was
drafted off into the service of Mediterranean and Asiatio culture."**
Dubois' account of the culture of ancient Ethiopia and its
effect on Egypt is far more scientific than that of Delany, but
in the main points is in close agreement with it. He also quotes
Dkodorus Siculus (Lib. III). "The Ethiopians conceive themselves
to be of greater antiquity than any other nation; and it is
probable that, born under the sun's path, its warmth may have
ripened them earlier than other men. They suppose themselves to
be the inventors of divine worship, of festivals, of solemn
assemblies, of sacrifices and every religious practice. They
affirm that the Egyptians are one of their colonies."
Confirmation of this ancient claim may be found in Reisner's
Archeological Survey of Nubia, I, 319: "At the earliest period in
which human remains have been recovered, Egypt and Lower Nubia
appear to have formed culturally and racially one land." And
again, "An examination of the bodies found in the tombs shows
that among the ruling class (Egyptians) one-sixth at least were
Negro."***
W. E.B.Dubois : The Negro, Ch. 3, p. 31.
**4» P. Chamberlain: The Contribution of the Negro to Human Civilization,
Journal of Race Development, Vol. I, April, 1911
* J. tu Johnson: Native African Races and Culture, p* 8.
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In a sketch on the same subject, V/ork makes the following
statement: "The great fame of the Ethiopian is thus sketched by
the eminent historian, Hereen, who in his historical sketches
says: 'In the earliest traditions of nearly all the more civilized
nations of antiquity, the name of this distant people is found.
The annals of the Egyptian ^riests were full of them; the nations
of inner Asia, on the Euphrates and Tigris, have interwoven the
fictions of the Ethiopians and their own traditions of the conquests
and wars of their heroes; and at a period equally remote, they
glimmer in Greek mythology, ./hen the Greeks scarcely knew Italy
and Sicily by name, the Ethiopians were celebrated in the verses
of their poefcs; they spoke of them as the "remotest nation", the
"most just of men", the "favorites of the gods". .. And when the
faint gleam of tradition gives way to the clear light of history ••
they still continue the object of curiosity and admiration, and
the pens of clear-3ighted historians often place them in the
highest rank of knowledge and civilization. 1 "*
/ork; Monroe II.: The Passing Tradition and African Civilization,
Journal of Negro History, Vol. 1, No. 1, January, 1916.

12
The West Coast of Africa*
Recent investigation makes it certain that an ancient civil-
ization existed on the .Vest Coast of Africa which may have gone
"back: as far as three thousand years before Christ, It is clear
that ancient commerce reached down the West Coast. The Phoenecians,
600 B.C., and the Carthaginians, a century or more later, record
voyages and these may have been attempted revivals of still more
ancient intercourse. The center of this culture lay probably, in
oldest time, above the bight of i>enin, along the Slave Coast, and
reached east, west, and north. 7/e trace it today, not only in the
remarkable tradition of the natives, but in stone monuments, arch-
itecture, industrial and social organization, and works of art in
bronze, glass, and terra cotta.
Summing up the ioruban civilization, ^robenius^- concluded that
the technical summit of that civilization was probably reached in
the terra cotta works, and the most important achievements in art
were expressed, not in stone, but in fine clay baked in furnaces;
hollow cashing was well known and practiced by these people; iron
was used for ornamental purposes, Their remarkable L lass beads
were kept in stoneware urns within their own locality, and they
manufactured both earthern and t lass ware; the art of weaving
was highly developed.
Various attempts have been made to ascribe this civilization
to the influence of the white race, but the evidence to the
contrary is now clear, and credit must be given to the L'egroes
of the .est Coast.
*Dubois: The Ifegro, Ch. V, p. 63.
1 (Quoted in above) Frobenias, The Voice of Africa, Vol. 1.
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Benin.* In 18 CJ7, when the British Punitive Expedition cap-
tured the ancient iie^ro city of Benin, the long held theory that
Black Africa had no history of culture received a severe shock:.
N must date from that year the awakening interest in the culture
of the _;egro. The taking of this city opened up to western
knowledge hitherto unsuspected African crafts, and gave our west-
ern knowledge and assumption of superiority a decided iolt.
At about this same time Oriental scholars began to publish
modern translations of Arab writers on African history. It is
said that one of the most important of these translations is the
work of several Sudanese blacks, and was originally written both
in Arabic and Songhau.
Barth is quoted as saying that the book forms "one of the
most important additions that the presont age has made to the
history of mankind. "* The translations of these works, as well
as the bronzes of benin, revealed surprising accounts of ancient
and powerful kingdoms and empires in the heart of Africa.
The Portuguese captured the aenin territory in the 16th
century and left some impression on the industry of the people,
but a careful study reveals that tneir influence was quite super-
ficial, and there is no doubt now that these crafts had been
fully developed ages before the coming of the Europeans.
Reports of travellers and adventurers in the 17th century
give interesting accounts of a considerable city, Benin, with
broad avenues and commodious houses. One writer in 1668 de-
scribed quite magnificent builriin^s with galleries covered with
cast copper on which were engravings picturing war exploits and
battles
.
*<Y.L. Hansberry: The Haterial Culture of Ancient Nigeria, Journal
of Negro History, vol. 6, July, 1921, Bo, 3.
-Barth: Quoted in above.
(
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"Beginning about three hundred years ago and going back to
an unknown period, it is evident that the cultural life of the
l.egro on the west Coast of Africa was of a much higher type than
anything he has produced since his contact with Europeans."*
The Arts and Crafts of Benin
Within recent years evidence has been brought forth to show
that hundreds, perhaps thousands of years ago LTegro people were
producing objects of art which in technique and artistic perfec-
tion compare favoraoly with those of ancient Greece ana the
Italian Renaissance, These art objects may be classified under
three heads: carved works, cr.iefly ivory and wood, although some
stone is found; glass and porcelain, including terra cotta; and
metal castings, bronze and copper.
Among the large number of carved works discovered by the
British Punitive expedition are a large numoer of huge and splen-
didly carved elephant tusks. They are described by Ling Rotfe !
"The tusks vary in length up to six feet and over, and are in
themselves magnificent soecimens of ivory. Ihfi ornamentation
is in two grades; the one is severely plain and the other
extremely ornate and decorative in effect. The former consists
of a series of three to five incised bands of a plait pattern, a
design very common in Vest Africa, placed at intervals, the bands
diminishing in width as they approach the tip of the tusk. The
other grade consists in coverin fc the whole tusk v.ith a succession
of boldly carved grotesque figures, human, animal, symbolic, giving
tne tusk a rich embroidered look, the thick ends being finished with
an equally appropriate series of carvings in the shape of a mascle
studded foolscap or a capsule supported by elongated cowries. "1
*HansDerry : The Taterial Culture of Ancient Algeria
1 Ling i..oth: Quoted in above.
c
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Among these carved works in ivory are many splendidly carved
armlets. Some of them are most ingeniously and skillfully carved.
Of the carved wooden objects which escaped destruction when
the city was burned, one is a wooden casket in the form of a
bullock's head, with two hands jutting out of the forehead and
grasping the horns of the animal. The casket is supported by a
pedestal of appropriate size and is decorated to represent cowries.
"The ears of the bullock's head are covered with embossed brass
work and there sre strips of brass of scroll pattern running down
the bullock's face and fastened on with small staples.
"The cocoanut shell also served for the i;egro artist and much
ingenuity is shown in the grouping of the figures on the curved
surface; the details of the carving are in low relief, remafckably
clean and neat and of uniform depth."*
Probenius describes some stone carvings discovered in the
Ilfian territory in 1911, some of which are quite remarkable.
Doth quartz and granite were found. These materials, however,
it seems certain were not of local origin, but were brought from
a distance.
ihe "Aggry" beads of the Gold coast, the making of which is
a lost art, were of two kinds, plain and variegated. "The plain
aggry beads", says riowdi tch , "are blue, yellow, green or dull red;
the variegated consist of many colors and shades; the variegated
strata of the aggry bead are so firmly united and so impercept-
ably blended that the perfection seems superior to art. 3ome
resemble mosaic work; the surface of others is covered with
flowers and regular patterns so very minute and the shades so
delicately softened into one another and into the ground of the
bead that nothing but the finest touch of pen could equal them.
" ansberry: The Material culture of Ancient Ligeria.
QQ
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The agate parts disclose flowers and patterns deep in the body
of the bead and thin shafts of opaque colors running from the cen-
ter to the surface. The coloring matter of the blue bead has
beer; proved to be iron; that of the yellow, without doubt is
lead and antimony with a trifling quantity of copper, though the
latter is not essential to the production of the color. The
e enerality of these beads appears to be produced from clays colored
in thin layers, afterwards twisted together in spiral form and then
cut across; also from different colored clays raked together with-
out blending « how the flowers and delicate patterns on the body
and on the surface of the rarer be ads was produced cannot be so
well explained. "1
While there is a theory that these beads are of Phoenecian
origin, that tr.eory would imply both an extensive trade between
tr.e -.editerranean and the .".est Uoast of Africa, and a preservation
of minute objects, over a period ox thousands of years, on the
part of African "savages" which is hardly credible. It seems far
more probable—and investigation bears this out--that these beads
were of Ajfrican origin.
x-robenius found a number of important glass objects in the
Ilfian re t 4on. re says, "These furnish proof that at some remote
era glass was made and molded in this very land, and that nation
wnich here of old held rule was a brilliant exponent of apt
dexterity in the production of terra cotta images." 2
Inside the pottery which was found in the excavations of
xrobenius were "glass oeads, rings, irregular bits of g lass tubing
from one-eights to one-fourth of an inch in depth. The colors of
tne bits and the glaze on the jars vary from light green, greenish-
white, dark red, brown and blue. 1,2 From the articles found it seems
1 :^owditcb: Mission to Goomassee, p. 218, quoted by Lansberry.
2 js-robenius: The voice of Africa, pp. 309-S1S, ouoted by hansberry.
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certain that the glass industry flourished in this locality in
ages past.
Terra cotta
j
eads . These represent many varieties of Central
African types and suggest a civil life of cosmopolitan character.
It is said that the heads are of "great beauty and amazing to
those whoi inspect them." ( jfrobenius)
lletal Castings and ornaments . The amount and variety of these
works are tremendous and they have been carefully studied and
reported ppon by various writers. The chief feature of the
personal ornaments, according to Ling Ko is their variety.
Another feature is their play upon patterns, dome gold-plated
ornaments have been found. 6ome are studded with agate and coral.
Jronze vases most artistically ornamented are described as
beint scarcely surpassed by present day European artists. Metal
caskets of intricate design are among the objects brought out by
the Punitive expedition. The finest metal work., however, is held
to be that done "in the round". The bronze head of a Legro girl,
now in the British ''useum, is considered the finest object obtained
from Benin. These castings were made by the intricate "cere perdue"
process, by which many of the finest Italian bronzes of the best
period were produced.
There has, not unnaturally, been an effort to attribute this
artistry to the influence of the Portuguese, but the simple answer
to that assumption is that tne Portuguese themselves had no such
skill to convey to the Africans. After contact with the Portuguese,
such influence as they inspired is shown in the attempt to repro-
duce European features in the carvings and castings, but, as has
1 Ling JbLOth: Great senin, p. 31, quoted by Pansberry.
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been shown, examination of these objects shows so plainly the
wonted skill in depicting Negro features and the crudity of the
efforts to reproduce European features, that the inference is
clear that the art itself was old and families before the coming
of the Portuguese.
The Tombs of the Dead . All through the Sudan and especially
in ->igeria, are to be found great conical dome-shaped structures
of baked clay, ranging in size from sixteen feet in height and sixty-
six feet in basal diameter to seventy feet in height and two hundred
twenty feet in basal diameter. The veteran Egyptologist, blinders
Peters, in the great mass of evidence adduced by him to show the
Africa:: origin of the spirit and substratum of early dynastic
Egyptian culture, points out that there is a very close' connection
between the subterranean stnuctures of these tombs and many of those
of the Egyptian pyramids, the inference being that the idea of the
pyramids very probably had its origin in Central Africa. These
structures here indicate tr.e existence at some remote period of a
mighty people with a glorious past.
The Congo.*
Whatever the routes of the invaders of the Congo Valley, they
proceeded, two or three thousand ye^rs a^o, to develop industry and
political organization. The Bantu peoples, as they are called, are
not a unified people by any means, but are held together by the toond
of a common language and other customs imposed on the conquered by
victorious invaders.
They became skilled agriculturalists, raising in some localities
a profusion of cereals, fruit and vegetables such as manioc, maize,
yams, sweet potatoes, ground nuts, sorghum, gourds, beans, peas,
bananas, and plantains.
"Dubois: The ^egro, p. 7S.
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They showed skill in mining and the welding of iron, copper
and other metals. They made weapons, wire and ingots, cloth and
pottery. A widespread system of trade arose, oome tribes extracted
rubber from the talamba root, others had remarkable breeds of fowl
and cattle, and still others divided their people by crafts into
farmers, smiths, boat builders, warriors, cabinet makers, armorers,
and speakers. Large towns were built, some of which required hours
to cross.
These beginnings of culture were, however, open to attack of
fresh invaders. There were no protecting natural barriers, like the
. ile Valley or tne Hong r.ountains, I or centuries newcomers kept
arriving, especially from the southern Sudan.
Since: there were no natural barriers against these hordes, an
artificial one was necessary, anfl was created. State building was
forced upon the valley people. It is not known how early this State
had begun, but by the ti.ie the -/ortuguese arrived, a large state
a.uori£ the Ba-Uong-O, with a capital at the city now called San Salvador
had existed for centuries. The Luba-Lunda people to the east had
founded .L.antango and otner states, farther north, among the Ba-Lola
and 3a-Songo, the village policies persisted and cannibals of the
northeast pressed upon the more settled tribes.
vVeeks* writes that in the 15th and 16th centuries a strong
native government had its center at San Salvador, and its circum-
ference touched ITabinda in the north, Angola in the south, the sea
in the west, and in the east it reached nearly to Stanley Pool, and
away toward the Hasai. This state broke up in the 18th centnny
into many provinces, until at last each chief became a law unto
himself and the people of his village.
*7eeks, John E,, Among the Primitive ^akongo, p.
c< «
i
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This whole territory is so vast, and includes so great a
variety of peoples that no generalization can be made about their
art as a whole. " ost of the objects produced there are "unimpressive
plastically, tending either to extreme crudity of workmanship, to
unimaginative naturalism, or to overloading with superficial
decoration. There are occasional pieces which show fine workmanship
and design." 1"
**The art of the blacu.s..iith has been and still is an honored
one; his forge is considered a sacred place, his fire must be
treated properly and his anvil is an object of respect. In ages
past, he wes the maker of weapons of hunt and war, the spear, knives,
and arrowheads.
The Great Lakes and Zymbabwe***
The earliest inhabitants of this territory were probably of
the Dushman or nottenton type, rhey were gradually pushed south
and west by jegroes from the region of the -ile, who became the
ancestors of the r/t0cern Somali, Cala, Bishari, and Bija. These
people early became great tracers in ivory, gold, leopard skins,
gums, beasts, birds, and slaves.
The Bantu began to move south about 1000 B.C*
,
skirting the
Congo forests and wandering alon^ the f'reat Lakes and down to
the Zambesi.
The primitive culture of the Hottentots had been developed
until it retched a rather high grade. There was widespread agri-
culture, and mining of gold, silver, and precious stones. A strongly
organised state arose; it used slave labor in crusting quartz, sinkirg
pits, and carrying underground galleries; it carried out a system
of irrigation and built stone buildings and fortifications. Remains
*Guillaume and T'unro: Primitive - egro Sculpture—Preface.
j^Veeks: Among the Primitive Bakon*o, p.
^Dubois: The Btgre, Ch. VI.
(( f ' ...
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of these operations are found today in the Kalahari desert and in
northern Rhodesia, rining operations have been carried on in these
plains for thousands of years. Investigation has shown that these
stone buildings were in many cases carefully planned and "built
fortifications. They were not only miniature citadels "but also
workshops and cattle kraals. Iron implements and fine pottery were
found here. These people worked in gold, silver, tin, copper and
bronze and made beautiful pottery.
As in other parts of Africa, where remains of ancient civil-
izations have been discovered, attempts have been made to find
Asiatic origin for this culture. Research, however, tends to con-
firm its African origin. The implements, weapons and art are
characteristically African. Low far back this civilization extends
is difficult to determine, but a conservative estimate is about
one thousand years before Christ.
"Civilization waxed and waned in Bast Africa among prehis-
toric ..'egroes; among the later throngs of fierce, warlike Bantu,
the ancient culture of ."onomotapa gradually died. Something, how-
ever, survived, for in modern Bantu language and indastry clear
links can be traced that establish the identity of the absorbed
peoples with the builders of Zyrababwe.
The Lane i\eg4on. In the region of Lane Nyassa are found
great differences amon£ the groups of peoples and their customs.
Some are fierce mountaineers, others traders on the coast. In this
region the kingdom of Zitwara was founded by the Galla chief, Kinta
Upon its dismembership a large share fell to Uganda. The Uegroes
of Uganda are an intelligent people who had organized a complex
feudal state.
"Dubois: The I;e£ro, pp. 87,38.
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Between this part of Africa and Egypt there are many things
, in common. The same glass beads are found in Uganda and upper
Egypt, and similar canoes are "built. Earps and other instruments
bear great resemblance. In physical features also, there is a
strong resemblance to the Egyptian type, although hair end color
are undoubtedly Negro.
"The kings of Uganda," says Johnson, "kept up their prestige,
maintained their wealth, and asserted their influence by continual
raids over the 8d;acent countries. The limit of their power
to the west at times was only the wall of the Congo Forest.
These powerful Negro kings maintained a certain civilization and
a considerable amount of law and order in the territories which
they governed."*
South Africa**
Land's End, as .Dubois aptly calls it, has been the scene of
race wars for centuries. Here the primitive Bushman, or Abatwa,
are found. Tradition has it that they came south from the region cf
the lakes. Their particular talents were painting and sculpture.
The sculptors moved south from the central portions of the conti-
nent, while the painters came through from the west coast, before
the iushmen were dispersed, they had regular government. TribeB,
with their chiefs, occupied well-defined tracts and were sub-divided
under subsidiary chiefs.
These primitive peoole suffered from both savage and civilized
invaders. The Bantus crowded upon them, and probably, mingling
with them, gave rise to the ! ottentots or Khoi llhoin (Men of Men).
These people were superior physically to the Abatwa and there are
evidences of degeneration from a hi
fe
h culture, especially in their
language, which is described as most highly developed "both in its
**Dubois: The i:egro, p. 90.
*JOHNSON: Native African r.aces and Culture, p. 10.
( 1
T
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rich phonetic system, as represented by a very delicately graduated
series of vowels and diphthongs and in its varied grammatical
structure .
"
There were two distinct types of Hottentots. The savage
^ottentots were little superior from the Bushmen save in finer
physique and in havinfc better weapons. Other tribes were more
advanced, and raised an Egyptian breed of cattle which they rode.
The Bechuana.* The liechuana were the most advanced of the
tribes of central Africa. Their government was a sort of feudal
system, with hereditary chiefs and \-assals. They were careful
agriculturalists, laid out large towns with £.reat regularity, and
were skilled smiths. They used stone in building, carved on wood,
and many were keen traders, ihese tribes, moving southward,
occupied the central part of South Africa.
Mention must be made Of the appearance, in comparatively
recent times, of a new and fierce element in the Jantu tribes, the
Zulu-ICaff irs. rbe Kaffirs, or Amazosas, are among the tallest
people in the world, averaging over five feet ten inches In height,
slim, well proportioned and muscular. Cattle formed their chief
wealth, stock raising, hunting and fighting their chief pursuits.
Their reli 6 ion was based upon ancestor worship, and their govern-
ment was a patriarchal monarchy limited by an aristocracy almost
feudal in character. The common law which had grown up from
decisions of the cr.iefs, made the head of the family responsible
for tne conduct of its branches, a village for all its residents,
and the clan for all its villages. There was a paramount chief,
the civil and military father of his people.
One of the chiefs, Ohaka, was a military genius of high order
and under his rule a military system was organized which has
Tjubois: The Negro, pp. 94-95
r
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probably never been equalled. This was, however, in the late 18th
century or very early 19th, and so the account of it does not
really belong in this part of the study. It is inserted out of
place in order to round out the account of the various groups
in southern Africa.
Whether Africa was the cradle of the human race, as has been
intimated by the writers who have been quoted, or not, there is, as
the author of "The Golden S$ool", Edwin W. Smith, says, "every
reason to believe that a very large portion of the continent was,
in Paleolithic times, the home of the Negroes of today. .. before
the European invasion, Africa had not been completely isolated
from the world outside. ;.any of the languages and much of the
culture of the Africans is shot through with foreign elements
(or tie remt ins of ancient civilizations). The conflict of
cultures we are witnessing today is no new thing."
At a time when northern Europe was raereging from barbarism,
kingdoms and empires of aegroland had risen to civilization,
crumbled and started upward again. Cur knowledge of the history
of these ancient races is still to vat ue, but it is assuming
more definite form, and the studies and explorations of the future
should aid greatly in brin* ing to us a keener appreciation of the
achievements and contributions Of the negroes of antiquity.
The facts in support of the claim that the .wegro has made
one of the greatest of contributions to modern civilization,
namely the smeltint of iron, are these: "No iron was smelted in
Europe before 900 B.C.; about 3000 B»C. there began to appear on
Egyptian monuments pictures of Africans bringing iron from the
south to Egypt; at a time considerably later than this, iron
implements began to appear in Asia; there is no iron ore in Egypt;
r*
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and finally, in Ifegre Africa iron ore is abundant. In many places
it can be smelted by simply placing a piece of ore in the fire.' 1 *
As it is quite common for economists to attribute the
advanced state of our present machine age to the use of iron,
it would seem that fundamentally our present civilization rests
upon this contribution of the Negro,
Primitive -egro oculpture
Mention has already been made, in connection with the account
of rsenin, of certain aspects of Negro art, but as this contribu-
tion of the 'jegro is being studied and appraised today, particular-
ly by ^uroioean artists, an account of it in some detail seems
appropriate. It is in the realm of sculpture that the greatest
contribution has been made, ana the present interest in Negro art
owes very much to Paul ouillaume, the drench artist, who, some
twenty-five years ago, began an intensive study of this subject.
J-o his enthusiastic appreciation is due much of our present
knowledge of the contribution of the .Negro of antiquity in the
realm of art.
Alain Locke sa^s, "The finer sides of African life and culture
have suffered unduly from having been too long the contra. and of
the slave trader and the taboo of the mis-apprehending mission-
aries. .. African art has a special role to play in the rehab-
ilitation of Africa in general esteem and opinion. ..ore important
still, it has a vital mission as a recovered and reinterpreted
racial heritage, of stimulating and inspiring the expression of
artistic genius of the negro, particularly in the arts of his
ancestors."**
*.'iorfc: The Passing tradition and African Civilization,
journal of ffe'gre history, vol, I, 1 o. 1, January, 1916,
"*Alain Locke: Art Lessons from the uongo, Survey-(. raph ic
,
February 1, 1927
r
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Commenting in particular on the art objects of the Congo,
Locke says, ,TAn astonishing demonstration of vital art values from
the unexpected source of the folk: crafts of the uongo tribesmen,
flovering up from the soil to the plane of beautiful fine art is
not only a thrilling find for the art explorer, and museum collect-
or, bat a line text for the art reformer and an inspiration for
new art. In skill of ornamentation and design, in respect for the
propriety of materials, in achievement of effect with the utmost
simplicity of technique and tools, in directness and power of
appeal, this art of the negroes is exceptional."*
Paul Lruillaume, who, as has already been said, is the leading
exponent of Alagro art, wrote the following account. "Twenty years
a^.o, as by a miracle, the art of a remote, misunderstood and
despised race appeared above the taor iaon. "* ' Je rench attists were
the first to grasp "tr.e significance of the ^egro statues which
had so long seemed mere playthings of savages. ihese statues,
at first studied only by anthropologist and antiquarian, have in
the short snace of twenty years played a role no less important
for our age than was the role of classic art in inspiring the
nenaisserce
.
"For a time the consciousness of Ijegre art was confined to
the leaders of thought and feeling, the pioneers. The mass of
people knew it only at second-hand and had no idea, when they
delighted in the brilliant decoration of the r.ussian ballet, or
felt the throbbing rhythms of otravinsky, or were warmed by the
new vitality of the poetry of their contemporaries, that so much
of this life giving art was born in the tropical .jungles many
centuries ago."**
*Locke: Art Lessons from the Congo, Survey-Graphic
, Feb, 1, 1227
Guillaume, Paul: The Triumph of -ancient Negro art, opportunity,
May, 1926
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Cuillaume describes a festival which he organized in 1919, at
the Theatre of the Champs Ulysses, "at which we read the poetry of
^ the ivegro, and played i*egro music on ancient instruments, danced
in the exact rh;:thm of the archaic ceremonies of the Gal on forests."
Ke feels sure that he and his fellow artists "have succeeded in
vindicating for 1 egro art its claim to a place in the aesthetic
hierarchy, side by side with the art of Greece, of ohaldea, of
ancient China, of mysterious Egypt."
Similar tribute is paid by Albert C. Barnes to the contribu-
tion of l-iegro art to the modern world. Bp says, "The greatest of
all sculptures, that most purely classic in conception and execu-
tion—the Egyptian--was itself African. The influence of Egypt
is clearly apparent in the massivemess, the intense structural
conviction and the fine sense of decoration which Negro art
abundantly displays. The greatest traditions of antiquity were
as much the birthright of the i.egro as of the European and in the
best lacon, iiudan, and Ivory Coast Viork: we find the use of these
traditions q.ite as sensitive as Donate 1 lo 1 s and Ltychaii Angelo's
and certainly more distinctively sculptural in character.
"Primitive :iegro sculpture was the manifestation of a life
which was a stable organization, thorouL hly adjusted to its
surroundings, and was therefore able to find natural, authentic
expression."* bein^ free from economic pressure, "they had almost
unlimited leisure for the free exercise of their powers, and
especially of their vivid and dramatic religious instinct, enriched
by their luxurious imagination. The rediscovery of ancient Uegro
sculpture brs revealed an entirely unsuspected wealth of plastic
^Barnes, A.C.: Uegro Art, Past and Present, Opportunity, May, 1926
•
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endowments in the llegro race, a sense for the visible essentials
of natural objects, and an ability to arrange forms in varied,
rhythmic, harmonious, moving designs which do not suffer by com-
parison with the most distinguished classic achievements of any
of trie other races.''*
"What is there in these odd little carvings in wood, ivory,
end stone to justify the enthusiastic eulogies of modern critics?
These masts and statues obviously do not depict an ideal of physical
beauty. They express, to the modern observer, no ideals, and tell
no interesting story, what they do possess, instead of these sorts
of appeal is sculptural design . "**
We have been accustomed by European artists to seeing end
appreciating oartain Kinds of plastic forms which we associate with
our ideals of beauty. To appreciate 2!egro art, we must put aside
those ideals and in their place learn to appreciate design.
Design in sculpture, as in other arts is achieved by tailing
certain basic themes or motifs, then repeating, varying, contrast-
ing, and inter-relating them to form a unified, harmonious whole.
The sculptor depends mainly on lines (grooves, ridges and contours
of objects as seen in silhouette), on surfaces of different curva-
ture, angularity, texture and degree of smoothness, and on masses
of different shape. i!'rom these he can select a few particular
forms, vary and combine them in countless different ways."*
Ordinary European and American sculpture, in imitation of the
Greet and Renaissance, shows comparatively little systematic use
of rhythmic design. The parts of the ordinary statue are plastic-
ally unrelated , as must be the case when the aim is exact repre-
sentation, for the artist has no choice in selection.
'"Barnes, A. C: Negro Art, Past and Present, Opportunity, May, 1926.
^*I'unro, Thomas: Primitive ::egro oculoture, Opportunity, Hay, 1926,
cC
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The "distortion" which perplexes many observers in Negro
sculpture is the result of the use of many striding and different
rhythms. "The typical Uegro statue has an ef ect of vigorous
three-dimensional sol'dity and presents a variety of designs when
seen from different points of view. In the best pieces every
psrt is plastically related to every other with firm subordination
of decorative detail to underlying structure" (Barnes) with a
resultant high degree of harmonious unity and cohesive strength.
These, in general, are the qualities for wnich Uegro sculpture
is today so highly prized.
These results are not the outcome of mere savage crudity
or lack of sriill in accurate representation. The Negro's mastery
of medium is shown by a complex unity of organization and a delicate
precision of detail, which require quite as much purposeful techniqae
as the most accurate representation.
While a European sculptor conceives the human figure as an
indivisible whole, the negro sculptor thinks of it part by part,
dissociates it into its elements, such as liabs, trunk:, head and
features, Hi actually separates these parts by grooves and ridges.
Eavin^ selected his theme, he alters each part of the body to
approximate the shape of the chosen theme. Y7hile representation
will be natural enough to be unmistakable, it will become the
embodiment of some pervasive rhythm; the statue will be an ensemble
of creations merged into a unified whole.
Various tribes and districts tended to oerpetuate certain
characteristic designs. The Sudan form tends to be an £ ular and
elongated, the Gabon to be bulbous, the Ivory Coast to combine
fine surface decoration with a strong underlying structure of
masses
.
Historically the reason why negro sculpture combines repre-


. Death Masks
After the death of a Chief, the Wood Carver
used his skill and artistry upon a representation of
his dead master*
»
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sentation and abstract design lies in the use which was made of it
in the life ox the tribe. "Art was not made 'for art's sake';
it was fundamentally for use. : ' This use was to serve as an express-
ion of religious feeling and to represent in a general way the
tribal concept of the spirits worshipped.
borne carving was done purely for decoration, on utensils,
staffs, spears, bobbins for thread, musical instruments and metal
weights, The greatest works of art were, however, 'the religious
images and masks which had to present some semblance of humeri or
animal form.
The art of the primitive African was an integral part of his
way of life, including not only his religion of animism and ances-
tor worship, but his tribal organization, his social and economic
condition.
<hile. ti.is ancient art has long been submerged, the inspira-
tion of the primitive ;egro has passed on to the larger world of
civilized art where it has already borne creditable fruit. When
the modern ^egro has learned to appreciate the work of his ances-
tors, we may hope that his genius will turn once more to distinct-
ive achievement in the plastic arts.
f
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Part II
The Culture of Modern Africa
Again and again in the writings of explorers and travelers
one notes this point; that in ages past, high forms of civiliza-
tion seem to have swept over various parts of the continent, some
leaving definite impression in the form of monument or language
or cnatom, others leaving searcely a trace. Most writers assume
that these various types of civilization must have originated
outside of Africa, but there is a tendency today, among careful
scholars, to look: more closely into the heart of Africa and to
study the question, not from the observation of a few scattered
tribes viev.ed with prejudiced eyes, in search for clues w; ich
seem to point clearly to the African origin of these early
civilizations.
Her from the north, with its favoring climate and terrain
are apt to overlook, the two great handicaps to the advancement
and spread of culture Which might originate in central Africa.
The inhospitable nature of the topography, with the difficulty
of access by land, over desert or through tropical swamp 8iid
jungle, or by sea, on a coast containing very few harbors, has
made intercommunication alvays a difficult matter. Add to that
the insect pests, the malarial mosouito and the tsetse fly which
make life for man and beast a continual struggle for existence,
and the tropical diseases which are almost universal, and the
wonder is, not that the Africans have not advanced further in
culture, but that under such difficulties, they have made gen-
uine contributions to civilization which must be credited to them.
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For many years we have had presented in books of various
kinds descriptions and pictures purporting to represent the
"typical" Segro. The individual pictured as typical was of
very dark color, with kinky hair, broad flat features, very
full lips--a rather repulsive object on the whole. iVhen in
actual life we have seen many of the iviegro race who vary con-
siderably from this t/pical picture, we have "been apt to ascribe
the difference to an intermixture of races. A very little
study will serve to enlighten us on this point. As Johnson
says, "Contrary to general belief, there is no uniform Negro
type or race. Among the A/ricfin peoples there is infinite
variety in stature, physical conformation, and skin color.
3ir Harry Johnston attributes to various African races from
approximately one-half to one-ti irty-second of Caucasian blood,
according to the contact that has taken place in the past.
j.hree e roups that seem to be of pure blood are the West Coast
Africans (whereWe find some of the most advanced tribes) the
Pygmies and the -.-usr.men ( B ottentots ) • ** Of this contact, how-
ever there is little if any proof.
"In stature and color tr.ese people vary from the Pygmies,
wi-.o are rether less than five feet tall, and of li£ht yellow
color, to the .-asai, who average about six feet in height, or
the j.urkana-ouk, said to be one of the tallest races on earth,
uaptain <Velby estimated the average height of the men as seven
feet, end iir Harry Johnston found very tali men, a number
being six feet six inches in height*
"In the matter of features, the same great diversity is
found, and the Negro with the broad face, flat nose, full and
""Johnson, ^ . W.: Native African Faces and Culture, pp. 6,7.
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sometimes everted lips is in truth no more typical of African
races in general than is the stature of a sing If tribe typical."
Brief descriptions of a few of the many peoples of Africa
may serve to show the very great differences among them, physic-
ally and culturally.
Ethiopian. Tribes. * Two distinct peoples occupy the source
region of the 1 ile—Ethiopia in its widest sense, the agricultur-
ists and tr.e nomadic herdsmen; the latter are lighter in color,
and in many ways the dominant race. The Wagenda are the most
prominent of these people; they teep strictly apart and so do
not assimilate with their neighbors. The Waganda and Wanyoro,
unlike most African people, clothe themselves from head to foot.
They pay great attention to this custom, and are said even to
punish severely anybody found in the street insufficiently
clothed. Their dwellings are superior and their industries
remarkable for excellent worfcrnanbhip. Their political strength
is due to ti.eir military organization; every efficient man is a
warrior, feudalism underlies their form of government, ^ourt
ceremony is a powerful factor in their lives and a certain
savage pomp is maintained.
Cent ral African Tribes.* The Balunda. The Lunda people
are widely distributed and influential and form the basis of
the population. They are well-built, somewhat light in color,
and have fairly regular features. They engage almost exclusively
in agriculture. In their political organization, there is a
curious division of authority. The joint ruler with the Muata
Yanvo is his ''unmarried wife", a queen who has her own court and
whose husband is regarded as a woman.
The jjtotabeJLgT Of all the half-nomadic and conquering
*'v/hite, A. 3.: The Development of Africa, pp. 107-110
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tribes, the I.'.atabele are the most prominent. They are physically
fine specimens, first rate warriors and brigands.
The rvgmies and -ushrnen. * The Pygmies, still living in the
age of wood, according to some writers, are the most primitive
of all African people. They are light yellow in color and average
a little over four feet in height. i'he Bushmen rank: a little
higher than the '"-ygmies, for they make weapons of various kinds
and raise cattle.**
African Agriculture??
A number of Africa?' legends are told to explain the
beginnin t of agriculture, une is: "long, long ago before our
ancestors knew the use of fire, when they ate grass like the
animals, a river spirit pointed out to them the mandioca root
and the banana." This same river spirit then taught them the
use of fire and after this came the blacksmith working in
iron and copper.! According to another story, the people of
long ago said, "Let us go up and get hold of the moon. So they
summoned everyone in those lands &nd gathered all the people
together. The men said, 'Let us uild, while the women bring
stones.' The women therefore cairied up the stones and gave
them to the men, while all said, 'We want to get hold of the
moon, the Lord's plete, because it is so bright and white.' So
they kept on building, building, until the tower grew to a great
height. When the people were on the point of seizing the moon,
the tower said, r I shell fall down', and down it fell. And
the people died, leaving their little children. And the
children said, 'Alas I How that our fathers have perished thus,
'""bite, A.o.: The development of Africa, p. 110.
,,-Adapted largely from work: African Agriculture
11 '
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what shall we do?' 3o the:,7 concluded, ! 2Jo, we won't go there
any more "because the moon was created by the Lord, As for us,
let us start and hoe.' So tr.ey began to cultivate the land,
and this was the 'beginning of agriculture.'"^
Although tobacco is not indigenous to Africa, and was
introduced b.v the ^ortueguese urobably not earlier than the
16th century, nevertheless its culture spread over the continent
so rapidly and so widely, and it is grown in so many varieties,
thet it is almost impossible not to believe it to be of African
origin. There is even a legend as to how its use came about:
"when tobacco came into the world and wise men saw it they took:
it and smelt it; the wise men who followed them took; it and
smoked it aid watched it smoke; the fools of Pemba thought it
was food and took it and ate it.'"3
Other legends ascribe divine power to the earth, which is
believed to be the mother of all things, a very general belief
amon^ all primitive peonle. In Loango, the earth spirit is
honored next to the sky-god, and has her own priests. On the
.Vest Coast, the earth is spoken of as the mother of creation,
and the heavens as the father of all things. In the i'iger
country the earth is adored ainfl there is deep reverence for the
soil. This belief has brought about many religious customs
end ceremonies in connection with planting and harvesting.
Among the Inferos a festival is held tiust before the land is
prepared for sowing. Another annual festival is held in honor
of Gunu, wr,o is believed to be an ancestral spirit and dispenser
of blessings. On this occasion prayers are offered for fruitful
crops, t
Ellidd: Savage Childhood, p. 237-8.
3 Steere: Swahile xales, p. 415.
4 Hooker*! erryman: Up the x.iger, p. 287-8.
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The primitive African early recognized relation between
rain and growing crops, numerous devices are used and sacrifices
made to insure plenty of rain. In Bechuanaland there are rain
gardens in which charoied seeds are planted before the regular
sowing begins. After the garden is planted, the rain doctor
goes to the top of a hill, blows his horn, lights a fire, and
whistles and shouts to bring the rain. >Yhen a rain garden has
been planted, it is unlawful to fell trees seve at dawn or
sunset, and it is a grave offense to bring a green bough of the
hack-thorn tree into town during the rainy season. If the rains
ere late, the rain doctor extinguishes all fires, and by means
of a special fire made with a fire drill, relights them. Other
interesting rain ceremonies have been related from different
parts of the country.
Ceremonies connected with the harvesting of crops are
universal throughout l;egro Africa. The harvest of the Baralong
is celebrated with dances, son^s, and drinking Kaffir beer. The
men assemble in a circle and blow on reed pipes and dance, while
the wonen, clapping their- hands, march around the outside.
^
The Tonga' make sacrifices to Chinta, the true fiver and
keeper of life, the .s'irst uause of all good harvests. Chinta is
believed to be very jealous, ancl Leza, lightning, is bis avenger
who brings swift punishment to those who fail to pay due respect.
The I'taveta have a feast of the new year. It is a sort
of harvest Thanksgiving and is held after the crops have been
gathered
.
It is thought that the ceremonies and prohibitions in con-
nection with first fruits, especially in connection with the yam,
1 Journal of Anthropologj ca, Inst., Vol. XVI, p. 83.
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are for the purpose of preventing the eating of the produce
before it is mature, thereby insuring a more abundant crop and
also preventing sickness.
Agriculture is not merely an industry in Africa, but it
occupies a very important position in the lives of the people,
and of all primitive peoples, the Africans are probably the
best agriculturalists.
Among the more primitive bribes, most of the farming is
done by the women, but in the Sudan, Uganda, and perts of South
Africa, the far.<iine- is done by slaves and women, and in some
places, by the men. There sre exceptions, even among the very
primitive tribes. Several of the Gon^o tribes assign men to
work: in the fields and leeve the women to cerry on household
industries
.
Livingston,* in the Zambesi valley, found the people "raising
large crops of sorghum, millet, beans, and ground nuts. They
also had patches of yams, rice, pumpkins, cucumbers, cassava,
sweet potatoes, tobacco, and hemp. I.'aize was grown the year
round and cotton was generally cultivated." 1
Early travelers in South Africa were amazed at the proofs
of industry and the extent of the cultivated lands surrounding
the great towns of the Bechuanas.
Agricultural implements are few and very simple, consisting
of the hoe, a rude form of rake, a diggisg stick, a bill-hook
for cutting away undergrowth , and large sword-like knives and
axes for cutting down trees.
In the heavily forested parts of the continent, the rapid
growth of shrubs makes the use of anything bjit hand implements
1 Livingstone's Narrative of an Expedition to the ^ambesi, 122-3.
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very difficult, Originally, the hoe was simply a forkeA tree
stem cut off just below the bifurcation. One branch was short-
ened and trimmed to a fine edge. The other was left round and long
as a handle.
This form of primitive wooden hoe is still found in some
parts of the country but in most places the iron hoe has replaced
it. oecause agriculture is mostly carried on by women, the hoe
is considered their especial weapon of offense and defense.
Products and I'ethods of tillage
The chief products of southern and Eastern Africa are
sorghum, millet, maize, ground nuts, bananas, cotton, tobacco,
cassava, watermelons, pumpkins, gourds, rice and Kaffir corn,
oome wheat and peas are grown. In Rhodesia there are four varieties
of maize; cassava or manioc is a staple article of food of the
people
.
Sorghum is the staple food of Central l^ast Africa. It is
usually harvested by the women, They, bend the long stalks down
and cut off the ears. V/hen these have oeen dried in the sun, the
grains are rubbed off end piled in granaries of wicker work
olastered with clay or mud.
In the Congo, in addition to the products mentioned, the
coco yam, the dioscorea yam, tomatoes, chili pepper, onions, sugar,
pineapples, beans, peas, and kola nuts are raised. The principal
products of .Vest Africa are in general much the same, but with
the addition of guinea corn, oranges, mangoes, bread nuts, rubber,
okra, and oil palra. The oil palm is indigenous to West Africa
and furnishes one of the staple foods of the people as well as
two important articles of export, plam oil and palm kernels. The
palm is not generally cultivated as it grows abundantly in a wild
f t
»:4 - : f
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state. xhe nuts are produced in dense bunches, each containing
from one thousand to four thousand nuts, xhe palm oil is
obtained from the outside covering of the nut. Men, women, and
boys assist in its production.
while it is generally believed that few of these products
were originally indigenous to Africa, the extraordinary spread
of their cultivation from one end Of the continent to the other
excites the wonder of all observers. ..ere it not for the fact
that the history of the introduction of maize and tobacco is
fully known, it would be difficult to convince one that they are
not native to the African soil.
xhe clearing of heavy forests is done in about the same
manner as in any country. The trees are felled and burned, to-
gether with the underbrush. In the more primitive parts of the
Congo, a fresh patch of forest is cleared each pear, and the old
patch allowed to grow up to jungle.
Johnston 1 gives an interesting account of the methods of the
Bongo of the upper Congo. The Plantations are not far from the
villa
fc es. At the cost of & reat labor, clearings have heen made
in the forest, everything is beaten down and cut short; then fire
is set to burn the lesves and small dry wood. This work is done
by the men. Then the women and slaves dig up the ground, and
roughly cleanse the soil, particularly to rid the ground of para-
sitic e rowth. After this they plant pell-mell, end almost at the
same time, maize, manioc, bananas, pumpkins and other vegetables,
a reasonable space bein fc left between the plants. The plantation
thus produces a succession of crops.
The Bongo do not weed their fields except during the first
half of the "ear, the weeds being left to grow after that time.
1 oir Harry Johnston: Ceorge Crenfell and the Congo Vol it
'
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in spite of the neglected appearance * the plantations, the Bongo
obtain large crops, ana are lavishly rewards for their toil
The soil of the natural clearings is not pUnfa, a3 lt l3 nQt
rich enough to produce good crops.
Among the Basuto, cultivation ie a co„ty affair; the
neighbors are invited to help. Each one comes Provided with a
hoe. The men and women form a straight line and accompany their
hoeing with e song. Jood and beer are t iven as pay to the
laborers. (Does this remind one of the New England "bees"?)
The African seems to have learned that the soil can be
enriched artifically. This he has done by burning trees and
under brush on the land and mixing the ashes with the soil. „
fcrass land is to be cultivated, the laborer seizes as much of the
^rass as he can hold, ties it into a know, then with his hoe
severs the roots. Ju st before the rains begin, these grass shoots
are collected in small heaps, covered with eerth and burned. The
ashes and burnt soil are then used as fertilizer. Among the
people of the Sudan, animal manures are used.
As a rule, these primitive people cultivate a particular
Plot of ground for hut one seeson. The method is very exhaustive
and extensive. Vhere the population is fairly permanent, with
little migration, the fields will be dtivated for several years.
Under these conditions, they use animal manures.
The Africans had some knowledge cf irri E,ation in tee past.
The Portuguese found the natives of Angola using the following
system ",rom the top of the ridge flows a river which washes
the base and is divided by artificial cuts into various branches
that fertilize extensive fields."! ln Eastern Lake Nyassa, irri-
gation and drainage are practiced.
"The numerous spring. , hioh
1 ^ov.ditch: Discoveries of t-h- d„ ^
p. fx!
Portu^se I" Angola & ::oza
, io ue
.
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are found in various places are all used. Those fields which are
too wet are drained, while other beds are regularly irrigated by
water courses and ridges. vVe had afterwards occasion to admire
the very extensive drainage which has been effected among the hills. "1
In eastern equatorial Africa, the V/a-Changu have wonderful
skill in irrigating their terraced hillsides by sluices of water
from the main stream. The little canals are elevated above the
cultivated plots and are tapped at a convenient place above the
be r1 to be watered. Banana stems are used instead of hose, and
through these water is thrown upon all parts of the plot. 2
On the Zambesi, the natives have some advanced ideas in regard
to planting and protecting various fruit and oil-yielding trees.
Chapman s noted here, where Europeans had never been before, that
the natives had grafted good sorts of fruit on wild fruit trees.
Preservin£ products and seeds from one harvest to another, or
from harvest to planting, is difficult because of climate and the
devastation of ants and weevils. In many instances the produce,
however plentiful, must be consumed durine. the year. i-:atzel4
thinks this is the cause of making and drinking so mucn beer.
Devices for preserving and storing are interesting. In the 3am-
barra region, Livingstone 5 observed that corn was preserved by
turning the ears down at a time when the corn was forming on the
cob. The husks then formed a thatch for the grain inside. Every
village had corn growing about it and after the grain had been
treeted this way, and had ripened, it formed a solid wall around
the place.
1 Livingstone's Last Journals 1866-73 Vol. 1, p. 73.
2 Johnston: Peoples of Eastern Squato-rial Africa, Jour. Anth. Inst. v.
5 r.atzel: History of Mankind, Vol. 1, p. 92.
4 Livingstone's Last Journals 1866-73, Vol. 2, p. 34.
5 Ibid, p. 53.
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The 3akota on the Zambesi erect many granaries, which cause
their villages to seem very large. When the Zambesi is at low
water, large quantities of grain which has been tied up in bundles
of grass and well plastered with clay, are placed on the low sandy
islands for protection from attack: by mice and men. The Basuto.
Kaffira and other tribes of south and southeast Africa preserve
their products in fcranaries both above and below the ground.
In the Musgu country, south of Lake Chad, Barth 1 found in one
village that almost every courtyard had a granary built of clay.
The opening at the top was protected by a small thatch cover.
In this same village, hay was woven into bundles about fifteen
feet in length, and hung in treea to await the dry season. In
the town of Charapagore, he observed corn magazines of remarkable
character. They consisted of towers or quadrangular buildings
which were raised a few feet from the ground so as to protect them
from ants. rhese granaries were from ten to fifteen feet high
and about six feet in diameter at the bottom. There was no open-
ing at the bottom, but near the top was a wondow-like opening
through which the corn was tatien in and out.
Baskets for carrying grain are not common. In eastern Sudan
the natives overcome this difficulty in the following mariner. "A
hole measuring from one and a half to two feet is made in the ground
with lances and in this strips of bark: are laid crossing one another,
their ends extending beyond the end of the opening; where they
cross there is a firmly woven bark: ring two to three inches in
diameter. On these strips is laid a piece of matting or leather
or the large waterproof leaves of some tree growing in the neigh-
borhood. This skeleton is lined to the edge with long bundles of
grass, and the corn is then shaken into it until it forms a heap.
1 Barth: Travels and discoveries in Africa, Vol. 1, p. 559, vol, 2,
p. 255.
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This is covered with more grass laid round and round to the top,
and another bark: ring forms the upper pole of the globular bundle.
This is lifted out of the hole by the strips of bark: which are
drawn through the top ring, end more baric strips are added
running from one ring to the other like meridians on a globe
from pole to pole. By thumping on the grass cover with their
fists and tying strips around the midlle, they give the whole
package the form of a flattened sphere. Packed in this way the
corn is secure from moisture, and forms a load convenient to
carry
•
M ^
Mag ill, writing of the tribes of the Upper Kile and Sobat,
says, "There is no ploughing or dieting. The surface of the
ground is cleared of weeds by the aid of a small hoe three inches
broad end four inches long, to which is fitted a handle twelve
to fifteen inches long. In using this tool, they kneel or souat
or sit on the instep of one foot. Having prepared the ground,
they begin to plant after a good rain storm. Their method of
planting is very simple; a man or woman takes a fairly straight
stick, six inches long and an inch ann a half or two inches in
diameter, whittled at one enr> so as to give a flat surface. At
each step this is thrust an inch or so into the ground and
turned by a movement of the wrist so as to make a small hole.
One follows with the seed and droos a few grains into each hole,
covering them with a deft stroke of the foot." 2
V/eeds and birds, even wild animals have to be guarded a^inst
durin e the entire season, from planting to harvest. In this
section a out the same plants as have already been mentioned are
raised, with the addition of citrons and sesame.
1 Junker: Travels in Africa, Vol. 1, p. 415-416.
2 Magill, Hugh R,j Tribes of the Upper Nile and Sobat, Southern
"orkman, Oct., 19 IS.
/
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Cattle Raising
The cattle of this region* are of the humped variety; they are
good looting and are very good-natured; even the hulls permit small
hoys to handle them without displaying the least temper. Their mild
disposition is due to the excellent treatment given them; they are
csrefully groomed and never beaten. Superstition has something to
do with their gentleness in dealing with cattle, sheep and goats,
but the greater part is probably due to the important role cattle
play in their economic and social system. Cows are never tilled.
To the Neura, cattle mean much for they raise little grain and dur-
ing part of the year live almost entirely on milk:, flesh and fish.
Apart from cattle raising and cattle raiding, there is no calling
in \ h ich a man of dignity may engage. Their proverb says, "The eye
of a t-reat man despises worK." In other parts of the continent
there are tribes of pastoral people who make cattle raising their
chief pursuit, and *ho do little or no cultivating of the soil.
The Foolas**do not follow agriculture but only attend to cattle;
they are the herdsmen of West err Africa. When the grass is eaten in
one place, they move on to another.
On the eastern side'T>**the raising of cettle is carried on
successfully, and milk is with some tribes the chief article of food.
Sheep and goats are raised, but horses are unknown to the Bantu.
Dubois states that a minority of Africans desoise agriculture
and breed cettle only, although many tribes combine both. Sheep,
goats and chickens are domestic animals all over Africa, and Von
j'ranzius considers Africa the mome of house cattle and the "egro
as the original tamer.
*Magill: Tribes of the Upper 3 ile and Sobat, 3outhern Woroaan
^*I!acbrair : Africa and the Africans, p. HI.
* *white: The development of Africa, p. 102.
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African handicrafts
If we start with the most primitive of African peoples, the
Pygmies, we find varying accounts, oome writers state that "they
ere still living in the age of wood and make no iron or stone
implements*", hut in a recent article a -riember of the Colorado
African Expedition, Paul L. Hoefler"states: "Their spears are
small "but well made, tipped with iron points and often decorated
with ivory. Their bows neasure 28 inches of bowstring, the bow
being made from a flexible wood and the String from a creeper.
Arrow shafts are sheped from the center stem of the pslm leaf
and the iron points from metal that the Pygmies smelt and pound
into shape."** By means of poisoned arrows they hunt even the
elephant. Aside from their hunting weapons, they fashion pipes
and simple pottery.
The Bushmen, who are reckoned as somewhat advanced over the
Pygmies, make good weapons and tan hides.
As for the handicrafts of the other tribes, from the Cold
Coast to the Sudan; and the Congo to the Cape, a surprisingly
long list can be made out. Articles W&nld, of course, v?ry
from the very crude to the artistic. It is most notable that
the African decorates, with delicate design or elaborate,
practically everything that he manes, and in this shows his keen
appreciation for beauty of line and design.
Before taking up in detail some of these crafts, an extract
from Dubois will give a comprehensive glimpse of the subject as
a whole. (Dubois credits ochneider: Cultur-fahigkeit des iiegres.)
"The Ashantis of the Cold Coast know how to make cotton fabrics, to
turn and glaze earthernware
,
forge iron, fabricate instruments
*Dubois: The Negro, Ch, 8, pp. 109-110.
"*Hoefler: The Little People of the treat
-orest, Hew York Times
Magazine, Oct, 6, 1920.
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and arms, embroider rugs and carpets, and set gold and precious
stones." Among- the people or* the "banana zone we find rough
"basket work:, coarse pottery, grass cloth, 8nd spoons made of
wood and ivory. The people of the millet zone, because of un-
certain agricultural resources, quite generally turn to manu-
facturing. Charcoal is prepared by the smiths, iron is smelted,
end numerous implements are manufactured. Among them we find
axes, hatchets, hoes, knives, nails, scythes, and other hardware.
Cloaks, shoes, sandals, shields, and water and oil vessels are
made from leather which the natives have dressed. Soap is
manufactured in the liautschi district, ^lass is made, formed and
colored by the people of ^upeland, and in almost every city
cotton is spun and woven and dyed. Barth tells us that the weav-
ing of cotton was known in the ^udan as early as the eleventh
century. There is also extensive manufacture of wooden ware,
tools, implements and utensils.
vVeaving among the .coola . "We saw a man weaving at the gate
of the I oola village. This introduces us to one of the manufac-
tures of .western Africa. When the cotton is gathered from the
trees, the women lay a Siaall quantity of it upon a smooth stone
or piece of wood and roll out the seeds with an iron spindle.
They then spin it into thread with the common distaff. As may
be supposed, the thread is not fine, but it is strong, and
garments rao^e of it are very durable. It is woven on a narrow
loom, so that the lengths of cloth do not exceed four inches in
width. These lengths are sown together to make a garment, by
which means it can be made of different colors, by intermingling
strips of blue.' 1 *
Llacbrair: Africa and the Africans, p. 28.
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"Negroes understand the art of dyeing. The indigo plant
grown luxuriously in this country, and blue is the most common
colour used by the people. The dye is obtained from the fresh
plant, without any process of manufacturing it into the indigo
of commerce. The leaves, either fresh or dried in the sun, are
put into a pot, and a very strong ley is poured upon them. The
ley is called by the I'.andin^oes sai- & ee or asfe water, and is made
by filtering water through wood ashes. The leaves remain in the
ley for about four days, during which time it is occasionally
stirred; then the pot, which was only half full, is filled up
with sai-gee, and frequently stirred during another four days.
By this time it has fermented and thrown up a copper coloured
scum. It is allowed to rest for another day, and then is fit
for use. The cloth is wetted with coltf water, wrung out, and
put into the pot, were it remains for two hours. Being taken
out, it is hunj. upon a stick, washed in cold water, beaten with
a flat stick:, wrung hard, and a^ ain put into the pot. This
dipping is repeated four times a day for four successive days,
when the dyein £. is completed, and a very beautiful colour is
obtained. As it requires some little art to perform this
operation successfully, so as to clear the cloth and admit the
indigo to all parts of it alike, there are women who make it
their business or profession. They use no mordant, and yet
secure a lasting dye."*
Leethcr '.Vorkt^In ^lasson there ere some good manufactures
of leather, which is one of the regular trades of Africa. It is
lesreed and pursued by a class Of mechanics called karankeeas.
These men tan the hides by steeping them in a mixture of wood
*Maobrair. Africa and the Africans, p. 28.
**Ibid, p. 77.
tIf
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ashes and water till they lose the hair; and afterwards in a
decoction of the leaves of the goo tree which is a powerful
astringent. -hey rub and beat the hides frequently, to make
the leather soft andpliable; in which they succeed admirably.
Bullock leather is used chiefly for sandals; sheep-skin and
goat-skin are converted into belts, sheaths, and bags; into
coverings for gree-grees (cherms), saddles, end other articles.
They are first dyed red or yellow by means of certain plants
known to toe natives, whose workmanship in leather is far from
despicable . "*
Gold ..pricing . "A part of the g'old is manufactured by the
natives themselves into ornaments for their women, such as rings,
ear-rine s, bracelets, and chains. The articles which African
goldsmiths make would be esteemed heavy and clumsy by Europeans
but it is wonderful how neat the. are, considering the coarse
tools which the Negroes are o liged to employ.
"The smith puts the native gold, without any flux, into a
crucible of clay dried in the sun. This he olaces in a heap of
charcoal, which he lights and blows with a common dour le bellows,
until the gold is fused. ; e r^ours the !;:etal into a mould, to
form it into a thin bar; then he works and draws it out with
pincers, heating it again if necessary, till he gets it into
the de ired shape."*
Iron smelting !* The natives know how to smelt iron and
manufacture it into different instruments and utensils. The
blacksmith is an important man and ranks as an artisan along
with the worker in leather. The furnace is a tunnel of clay
about three feet wide and eight ot ten feet high; the bottom
of it being lower than the ground. A little higher up, holes
*W&i£Vaft'0?£x!hl 1Ob Wfcfcf »»••*•». Air
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is admitted by these tabes, trhioh are stopped or opened at will.
•Dry wood is put into the furnace and covered with charcoal. Over
this is laid a course of iron ore, and so on until the furnace is
full. The fire is blown up with a bellows through the use of
the tubes until a flame appears above the top; after that it burns
violently. It is frequently supplied with new charcoal, but after
the first day, it is not allowed to burn so fiercely; At the
end of three days, all the tubes are tarLen out, and it is allowed
to cool. This reouires several days more, after which part of
the furnace is taken down and the iron is found in a large cake.
Part of this lump is useless; the rest is worked by means of
forge and anvil.
andicrafts of the Congo Tribes
( Illustrated )
William L. oheppard, a graduate of Hampton Institute, spent
twenty years as a missionary among the people of the ^ongo.
because of his real or fancied resemblance to a deceased relative
of one of the native kint s, Dr. oheppard was able to gain access
to tribes in the interior whieb had never previously been visited.
On his return to America, he brought and presented to hampton one
of the rarest and finest collections of the crafts of these people.
In an article written for the Southern Workman* Dr. oheppard
described a number of these curios, and also told of the other
handicrafts of the people among whom he lived and worked, his
little book, which contains a chroncile of his life and work,
"Pioneers in the uongo", is full of interesting descriptions of
the people of the uongo region. Along with other writers, Dr.
Sheppard points out their tendency to beautify everytning that
they make. It seems to matter little or nothing how long an
'"oouthern workman, September, 1921, African handicrafts and
Superstitions.
(
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object ma:; "be in the making so that in the end it may satisfy
the eye as ell as serve its useful purpose.
(Janoes . Sometimes it takes them a year to hew out a canoe
from an enormous tree in the forest, miles from a river. When
it is in good shape and sand-papered, a rough bark: being used
for polishing, they take a chalky substance, lupemba, trace a
design, and proceed witb a small adz and knife to carve the
design. Then they polish the canoe again with the rough bark.
The last process is rubbing with oil and plam-fibre.
Bog ses . In building their houses, they use smooth poles
for the framework, split bamboo is tied on the sides and roof;
then palm leaves, which have been sewed together, making a
matting, are placed over the frame of the house and tied with
strong cords, j'rom two to any number of men work together,
xhe cords are so tier1 that when the house is finished the sides
exhibit a distinct and beautiful design, .'any times the bamboo
which holds the smooth matting in position is colored, red,
yellow, or black. The door jambs are made of very thick boards,
carved with artistic designs.
jghe usiuba . in the village of .uing Lukengo, which nr.
Sheppard was the first outsider ever to visit, every house had
a high fence around it of tell, smooth poles, palm-leaf matting,
and layers of split bamboo. The strong cord which fastened the
bamboo to the framework was, as usual, tied to form designs.
flnrniture . The bed frames v. ere thick pieces of hard timber.
They were ca. ved with figures. Their clay pots for cooking and
the large water pots were decorated, and knives as well as spears
were carved..
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Their baskets, which they carry on their heads, are narrow,
snd from three to four feet long. These are woven in figures
on both sides. They are made of thin pieces of bamboo inter-
woven with strong cords. Some are used for bringing fruit and
vegetables from the fields. Some are made in basket style and
will hold water. All are made in different designs.
Even the hoes, which are their principal farming imple-
ments, all have patterns made by the blacksmiths on both "blade
and handle. The ore from which these hoes are made is gathered
mostly from the surface of tne hills, smelted in crude ovens,
and beaten into shape by the village olacksmitb. They insert
the iron point into a knot on the handle of the hoe, and not
the handle into the hoe. In this way the hoe is easily pulled
out of the handle and an adz inserted for other kinds of work.
So a man need have but one handle for many tools.
Bakuba Pipe
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King Lukenga's Cup and Batata oentry
The cap is made of mahogany and the face on it see.ns to
verify their tradition that many, many years ago they came
from a far-away land (Egypt?) travelled and camped, crossed
rivers, fought with many tribes and at last settled on a great
plateau.
The "bakuba Sentry is driven into the ground in front of
a man's house while he is busy outside his door under a shed
or porch spinning balls of twine from palm fibre, out of which
he will weave seins for fishing; or he may be weaving cloth or
mats, making hats or carving. The Sentry watches carefully and
no enemy can approach or evil spirit come near without the
w o rkman 1 s know ledge.
note: The photographs used to illustrate this study were taken
of objects in the !'useum at Pampton Institute by Mr. Leigh
Richmond :'iner.

Bakuba Cups
The natives drink, water end palm wine, ti.eir only
beverages, from cups of various shapes made of mahogany
or ebony and elaborately carved. When a man is travelling
or visiting a friend, he always uses his own cup which he
carries tied to the waist by a thick cord.
Pakuba Pipes
The pipes of the Bakuba are almost sacred, many of them
being blest by the witch doctors. Those so blest are smoked
by the owner only. 3ome pipe bowls are made from very hard
wood and are left to the son as a legacy.
r(
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Zap-po-zap Idol and Headrest
and
Baketti Pipe
The Zap-po-zap are (or were) a cannibal tribe visited by
Dr. Shepperd. The Catholic priests, missionaries in the
country, wore full beards and tau t ht the natives that the beard
indicated superiority. The cannibals therefore added a beard
to their idol to give it also this superiority.
The Baketti pipe resembles the iiakuba. The mouth piece
of this one is the leg of a monkey.
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Witch Doctor's Test Doard
and
Work: Boxes
The Yi/itch Doctor's Test iioard is one of the most interest-
ing articles brought out of the country "by Dr. Sheppard. This
one is made in the ima^e of a crocodile and is used only by the
witch doctors. Eolciint the test board, an accuded person kneels
and hows before the witch doctor, who proceeds with three finders
to move the button from the tail of the crocodile towards the
head. If the button refuses to slide, the witch doctor tries it
three times, and if the button does not reach the shoulders of
the crocodile, the person accused is counted guilty of witchcraft.
The work: boxes are used by the women, who place their
working implements in them. They are carved with a crude,
simple knife, made by the village blacksmith.
c
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Bakuba Cloth
The oloth made by the Bakuba people has as its foundation
the fibre of a palm tree. The long leaves are broken off and
the heart of the leaves torn oat; they are then combed into
shreds or strings and woven into form by a hand-loom. This
foundation is then worked in designs with a needle and palm
thread, a small, sharp knife being used to clip off the tufts,
^hey do not mark, the design, but keep the pattern in their
heads
.
The threads are either of the natural color or dyed.
If they are to be red, they are dipped into cam-wood powder,
raixed with water and boiled. If the thread Is to be black,
it is dipped into a mixture of water and the dross from
pulverized iron ore, which has been boiled. If they wish yellow
threads, they t et the root of a certain shrub, dry it, beat it
into a powder, boil in a pot, dip the threads and dry them.
Their designs and ideas are many. There is one w hich they cell
NViessent (lightning), another Tooln (snake); still another
represents the sides and ends of their houses, called ITbula.
In several recent numbers of the Southern ..orkman, riss
6ara Lane,, Curator Of the Museum at Hampton Institute, has
given interesting descriptions of some of the samples of
African workmanship which serve to give additional proof of
the industry and versatility of these people. From her article,
"African Textile Craftsmanship", the following illustrations
are taken. The photographs and descriptions show the method
by which the oakuba produce these remarkable textiles.
cc
A Bakuba Loom Threaded with Palm jribre
This illustration shows a xiakuba loom with a piece of
cloth about two feet wide in process of beir% woven. In
I texture, this cloth resembles Egyptian mjjmmy cloth.

Palm Fibre Cloth and Bakuba Plush Hats
In the background is an exceedingly fine soft piece
of cloth, woven for some important ceremony. In the center
of the foreground is a piece of palm-fibre cloth made of
dyed fibre in terra cotta red, soft brovns, and black., woven
in with fibre of natural color. Several "plush" mats are
shown; no two are quite alike, and their beauty is apparent.
(
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Koyal Cloth
These pieces are old and very rare. They were presented
to Dr. Sheppard by King Lukenga. The widest of the three
strips at the back: was cut by the King from his own burial robe.
A Tapa Patchwork Mat
The bakuba made a bark cloth. Ttis tapa mat was made by
cutting triangular pieces of bark cloth and sewing them together
in definite pattern.
(
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Country Cloth
Country Cloth woven by the Sash Girls of the ICru Coast
of Liberia and bierra Leone.
This cloth is made by the natives from native cotton. The
strips are four or five inches wide. Indigo is used in dyeing
these strips and many shades of blue are obtained.
Chief's P.obe, Vai Tribe, Liberia
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In the Au e ust, 1929 issue of the oouthern workman, Miss Lane
has another illustrated article on "African weapons and Tools",
and the photpgraphs, together with the descriptions, give very
clear evidence of the artistic v* orkmanship of the Negro artisans.
As I!iss Lane says, "In no department of African craftsmanship
is greater Sriill shown than in the metal work: of the Bushongo
smiths. They use with power brass, copDer, and iron, and show a
truly artistic feeling in form end design."
Hare Old iakuba blades Once the Property of the
/ling of the Bushongo Nation
In the upper part of the illustration is shown a royal
ceremonial knife, for many generations in the possession of the
royal family of the Bushongo nation. In the center of the iron
blade are skillfully braider* and coiled strips of iron. That
the one who fashioned it had a definite plan in mind is shown
in the handle. ands of braided brass encircle it anr3 the wood
is heavily inlaid with copper and brass in designs which give
the effect of braiding.
(
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:..axamalin£ o , the favorite son of King Lukengo, on presenting
thi3 knife to Dr. oheppard, gave the following history of the
ceremony at which it was used.
"I have been", he said, "at the treat annual feast at the
capital, ::unsenga, when thousands of the king's subjects— iiakuba,
Baketti, oasongauana, Bashalonga, and other tribes gathered to
give their report of the crops, mortality, progress, and so forth,
of their section of the country. The feast lasted for weeks.
.Daily the people assembled in a large square in the center of the
town. The King, Lu^enga, sat high in 8 pavilion with his family
and chiefs around him. The mister of ceremonies laid the long
knife before the chief of each tribe in turn. The chief picked
it up, and stepping out into the circle, faced the Iling, saluting
with the knife. Then he danced as the big drums beat and the long
ivory trumpets blew. After this he made his speech about the
progress of his people."
The second weapon (ps f e 61) is also a symbolic knife. The
copper bisde is set in a wooden handle inlaid at the upper end with
brass. At the lover end is a bell shaped mass of co-per with a
copper coil about it. The coil represents the bowels and the knob
the navel, rhey signify the closest ties of blood. Any act of
infaithf ulness to this tie is punishaule by death.
i'ce copper Lladed axe with wooden handle covered with bands
of emcossed copper also belonged to i^ing Lukenga. A messenger
on errands for ti:.e ~ing carried this axe as an ensign of authority.
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Basoko xi^hting Ilnives
The Old nasoko fighting knife at the left is interesting.
The steel blade represents the head of an eagle, the long point
being the beak: and the shorter point the crest. The raised
Dart follows the line of the mouth and a bit of copper skillfully
hammered in marks the eye. Tht short wooden hanclle exactly fits
the hand. The throwing knife at the ri£ht has oarioasly shaped
blades. The handle is covered with thick: woven cord. It is
use* in battle to throw at the enemy, its shape enabling it to
sail through the air.

Bangala Axe and Beheading Ilnives
The axe in the foreground has a heavy brass blade and
a v.ooden handle covered with embossed iron and strips of
copper and brass. Each of the beheading knives has a
delicate design through the center of the blade.
c
^ap-po-zap Settle Axes
The remarkable workmanship of the African blacksmith
is wel 1 illustrated by these battle axes, which are the
product of a cannibal tribe. On each section of the iron
blades are representations of tiny human heads wrought in
iron and on the one with the confer handle is cut the face
of a man with lon^ hair and beard. The handles of the
iron axes are covered with hammered copper. The one with
the cooper blade is covered with a snake skin, skillfully
sewe-d together vv ith palm fibre.
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Busbongo Parade oide Arms and dheaths
The well dressed ^ushongo wears a knife in his belt, or
carries one in a sheath at his side, dome are for ornament,
others for protection. Tetsl inlay work: in the handles gives
outlet for expression in desi t n and choice of material, brass,
copper, and lebd being used alone or in combination. The sheaths
are made of thin pieces of wood or reeds bound together with
cane, often woven into a design, sometimes tne wood is covered
with
fc
o&t hide.
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Jushongo Arrows end opears
The speers vary greatly in shape. They are used both
in war and in the hunt and men of importance always carry
them when walking or in council.

\Tools of the Bakuba and Bocamba Tribes
Even ordinary tools are beautified. The carious adz
with many curves is used in v.ood work. Next to it is a
blade used in tapping palm trees and in cutting off palm
fronds. The third tool, a hoe, is used in working gardens
The last tool in the back and the first in the foreground
are knives used in cutting up fish. The hoe-shaped blade
in the foreground is used In wood carving. The delicate
designs do not show up very plainly in a photograph, but
in the shapes alone, one sees grace and beauty.
c
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.African Languages and Literature
In no respect is there greater misconception in general
than in regard to African language and literature. Time and
again is the statement made that Africa possesses no literature
of any sort worthy of the name. Hany authors state positively
that one definite indication of inferiority of the African races
is that they have evolved no written language. Even barring out
the question of the Ethiopian alphabet of antiquity, that state-
ment is unfounded. .Ye know definitely of at least two languages
that have been reduced to writing, and the full alphabet of one
of these will be illustrated.
In the foreword to "African Saga", Blaise Cenderas states
that "researches show conclusively that Africa is linguistically
one of the richest countries in existence. Among the Bantu,
Hottentot, and Bushmen, 382 languages have been recorded, together
with 110 dialects. These languages and dialects are extremely
varied, and to mention onl., the 168 languages of the Bantu family,
are used by millions of natives from ilafustan to the Gulf of
Guinea. They are', says Gust, 'extraordinarily rich. Each
hillock, hill, mountain or cra^ has a name, as has each water-
course, each valley, each plain; to discuss the meanings of these
names would take a man's life tine. It is not the dearth, but the
super-abundance of names which leads the traveler astray. Such is
the fullness of the language that there are a score of words to
indicate the different varieties of gait, of lounging, of swagger-
ing; each way of walking is expressed by a special word. 1
"Appleyard, Ilrapf, and Steere are unanimous in praising the
fI
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beauty and plastic power of these lan^uat es, and Wilson observes
in particular that 'they are soft, supple, flexible to an almost
limitless decree; their grammatical principles are founded on a
systematic and philosophical basis and the number of words can
be augumented to infinity; they can express the most delicate
shades of thought and sentiment, and there are perhaps no other
lan ( uhf. es in the world that have more definite character or
greater precision in expression.'"
In the northern two-thirds of the continent it is estimated
by Johnson* that there are more then one hundred distinct language
families, each one being quite seoarate and distinct from the
others
.
The Msndingo language** is simple but harmonious, abounding
in vowels and liquids, so that it has a smoothness and mellowness
of oronunciat ion like the Italian. 3ut the structure of the
lanfua t e seems to be thoroughly eastern. In some of its grammat-
ical forms it resembles Hebrew and iyriac; its most peculiar sound
is of the Ilalay family; its manner of interrogation is similar to
the uhinese; and in the composition of some verbs, it is lice
Persian.
The j<''oola**have a language of their own. It is a very
peculiar language, altogether differing in pronunciation and
structure from other native dialects. The MandingO is simple in
its gra.imiar, soft and melodious in its sounds. The Jollf is
rather gutteral and a little more involved in its s;/iitax. The
Foole is altogether comDlex in its structure, with many intricate
changes of number and person, showing that it was once the lan£aage
""Johnson: Native African Raees and Culture
^*I!acbrair: Africa and the Africans, p. 16; p. 27.
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of an elegant and probably a learned people. Two other tribes
speak: the same language, the Tencolars and Lowbies.
The following account 01* the invention of a syllabic script
by iling Njoya of Bamuru in the uameroons appeared in the Notes
and Exchanges of the April, 1908 issue of the Southern workman.
"Zing :^"oya, when a youth of sixteen bought from some haussa
traders some Arabic oook.s which had been brought from I.;ecc8,
These books were a source of wonder and admiration to him. Later,
after he had ascended the throne, he recognized the benefit of a
system of writing. l-Iis pride, however, and dislike of the Haussas,
prevented him from learning what he thought wss a peculiarity only
of theirs, he afterward learned that Europeans possessed the art
of writing but he did not believe "that the Bamum language could
be written with European characters, so he determined boldly to
invent a new syllabic writing himself. T 7 e gave each of his
warriors words for which they were to find si^ns, one for each
monosyllabic word or syllable, .''e carefully examined the si
€
.ns
thus obtained and simplified or developed them according to his
fancy. In this way a new and complete Bamum script was formed, a
species of si e n writing which reminds one of Egyptian hieroglyphics
or Chinese painted characters."
*The discovery that there was in use on the West Coast an
alphabet which was neither Arai ic nor Homan, a native invention
in fact, was made in 1849 by Lieutenant-Commander i. E. Forbes,
?.. II. At Cape T.ount on the house of one of the Liberian settlers,
he chanced to see some indistinct characters written with charcoal
on the walls. Never having heard of an African language of the
kind, he inquired and found that these letters belonged to a
native language (the Vai). Later, at Bahmai, he met a native -
Ellis, G. fi.: Negro Culture in
..est A* ric&, P. 264
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man who possessed a manuscript and understood the language. l/ith
this man's assistance the characters were collected and classified
and a vocabulary arranged.
*In this same year the Rev. 3igismund Hoelle, a missionary
of Sierra Leone, vent to the Vai country— the Vei is a branch of
the Ilandingo people--and made an exhaustive investigation. The
inventor Of the writing, Doalu Bukere was a man of about forty
at the time of this visit. Ee was the real originator of the
alphabet, assisted by five of his friends. This is a part of
his story, "When quite a small boy he was taught to read by a
missionary in his country. This instruction, though brief, was
sufficient to awaken in him a desire for learning. The ambition
to read and write was so uppermost in his minrl that when he was
about twenty-five he had a dream.''** In this dream a messenger
appeared to him who show;ed him how to write any word in the Vai
LangGage, and also showed him a book. In the morning Doalu
called his five friends together, told them the dream, which
they felt sure was 8 divine revelation. "Though Doalu had been
well instructed in his dream, he could not remember all the Signs
m\ ich bad been shown him in the night. Therefore he and his
friends h£d to put their heads together in order to make new ones."
"This system is a wonderful invention, original and independ-
ent. ..'ith upwards of 200 characters, it is unlike any of the
writte. languages of the world. It is a syllabic mode of writing
and therefore different from Latin or Arabic and other alphabetical
systems. It corresponds in this respect to the syllabic nature of
the spoken Vai. It is written from left to right, with letters
disjoined as in Hebrew. It has but few symbolic characters, yet
*lfonroe: An African ays tea of Writing, Southern Workman, Oct., 1908.
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The following pages show the ancient and modern types of the
of the letters. It is easily seen that there has been much improve-
ment on the original :
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that missionary. Afterwards he was employed as a servant by slave
traders and common traders on the coast. They often sent him on
errands to distant places, from' which he generally had to bring back
letters to his master. In these letters his master was sometimes in-
formed when Doalu had done any mischief in the place to which he
had been sent. Now this struck him forcibly. He said to himself:
' How is this, that my master knows everything which I have done in
a distant place ? He only looks into the book, and this tells him all.
Such a thing we ought also to have by which we could speak with
each other, though separated by a great distance.' * * * His mind
was so entirely wrapped up in his ardent desire to be able to read and
write that it occupied his thoughts night and day, and this formed the
natural basis of his curious dream, which seems to have been the re-
flex of his waking thoughts.
" Though Doalu had been well instructed in his dream, yet, as he
told me in the morning, he could not remember all the signs which
had been shown by night. Therefore— these are his own words—he
and his friends had to put their heads together in order to make new
ones. And on this ground we are fully justified in speaking of a real
invention of the Vai method of writing."
These six men, who were from twenty to thirty years of age, feared
lest the people would not give them proper consideration, so they
brought one hundred salt sticks ; i. e. parcels of salt as thick as an
arm and three or four feet long, to the king in order to make him
favorably disposed to their object. The king was exceedingly pleased
with their discovery, which he said would soon raise his people to the
level of the Poro (white men) and the Mandingo, who had thus far
been the only book people. He requested them to teach this new art
in Jondu where they resided, "and to make known his will that all his
subjects should be instructed by them." They erected a large house
in Jondu, and provided it with benches and wooden tablets for the
scholars instead of slates. A regular day school was kept, in which
" not only boys and girls but also men and even some women learnt
to write and read their own language." The school prospered for
about eighteen months and it is said that people from other towns
came to Jondu to become acquainted with this " new book." But in a
war with the Gora, Jondu was taken by surprise and burned with all
the goods and books it contained. This was a crisis in the literary
history of the Vai writing. This misfortune checked the literary zeal
of the people. Those who could read and write scattered. Some
years later many of them collected together and built a new town. It
was also taken and burnt and the people scattered. The written
language, however, survived and after half a century it is being more
and more used in literary correspondence in West Africa, where it is
said to successfully compete with English writing. The Vai language
will probably become the dominant form of native speech in Liberia
and adjacent countries. It is said to be a harmonious tongue, rela-
tively easy to pronounce, and with a grammar that is reasonable and
far from difficult.
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SPECIMEN OF VAI WRITING
H * v Z7 ^ <=^~* c
1* K rue :
[I went to the big river near at hand, to wash clothes, and be-
hold ! there was a big crocodile in the act of catching a woman and
eating her. ]
to
it is phonetic."
This written language has survived much intertribal warfare
and is now being used more and more in .vest Africa. The Vat
language, is lively to become the leading "form of native speech
in Liberia and ad.iacent countries. It is said to be a harmonious
tongue i relatively easy to pronounce, and with a grammar that is
reasonable and. far from difficult.*
*allis: I,'e t ro Culture in ''est Africa, p. £65
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*Althou e h the people of Uganda, thirty-five years ago had
rot the slightest knowledge of reading end writing, their
language was splendidly developed, the very being almost as
folly developed as that of tne Greets, although their other
parts of speech were not developed to the same extent. That
their vocabulary and grammar had been developed without the aid of
writing says an immense amount for the quality and flexibility
of the intelligence of the people.
3y 1904 the.v had produced a literature of their own, having
a book of travel, a history of their people, a church history,
a book: of local proverbs, another of fijQk lore, and others.
The Literature of Africa
In the introduction to liaise Cenderas 1 "African Saga",
Arthur P. ipingarn gives an estimate of the literature of the
African people. "The traditional literature of Africa, collected
assiduously by missionaries, explorers, ethnologists, administra-
tors and philologists, has bee 1 considered from many angles, as
religion, as folk-lore, as philology and as an aid to the study
of primitive psychology. It is almost universally catalogued
as folk-lore. Rarely, If ever, has it been considered as the
expression of the gerius of a people, and only incidentally,
if at all has it been read purely as literature. .. i'robenius
and some of the others caught a gleam of its poetic value and its
cultural significance, but it was not until the publication of
the Anthologie Tegre in 19 21 that this value and this signifi-
cance became evident to the common reader. Blaise Cenderas, poet,
novelist and man of letters, saw its high imaginative qualities
Eraser, A. G.: The Native African Tribes of the Uganda Hills
•Southern forlcman, February, 1914. '
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and importance as pure literature. e must have sensed the fact
that most Africans are not "savages", that Africa possesses a
civilization and a culture that is rich and varied, primitive,
no doubt, out 6enuine and beautiful and that in its oral liter-
ature most of this hed been preserved and adequately espressed.
He may, perhaps, have felt this culture crude end barbaric when
compered vith thet of Europe, but his sensitive and sympathetic
genius must heve convinced him thet such a comperison is as
unnecessary as it is meaningless."
The selections thet have been made from Oenderas' "African
Saga" ere by no means the most interesting, but they will
illustrate several types of legends and other tales.
Cosmic Legends
The Story of Creation (i'an—West Coast)
Before anything at all was m^de, ;!bere, the Creator, he made
man out of clay. He took clay and he 3haped it into a man. This
was how man began, end he began as a lizard. x'his lizard, I.Tbere
put it into a bowl of sea water. Five days, and this is what
happened; five days passed with him in the bowl of water, and he
'had put him there inside it. Seve0 deys passed; he was in there
seven days. And the eighth day, I.'bere toon a loon at him, and
now the lizard came out; and now he was outside, but it was a
man. And he said to the Creator: "Thank you I"
j'et ich ism (.pantheistical personification)
The Ori t in of Death (Hottentot—South Africa)
The moon dies end comes bac: to life again. She said to
tr.e hare: "Go to men and say to him: 'Just as I die and return
to life, so should you die and become alive again
1
1 w
The here came to man and said: "Just as I die and do not
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return to life so must yon die and not come back: to life."
"What I" cried the moon. "You told him that?" And she took:
a stick: and hit him on the mouth, splitting it open.
Fetichism (Jinns and primitive divinities)
The det Season and the Dry Season (Zami--<Vest Africa)
One day there was a great argument "between Kchanga, the wet
season, and Enomo, the dry season, as to which of the two was the
elder. They went so fsr as to lsy a weger on this point, the
decision being left to an assembly of spirits of the air and sky.
ITchanga began by saying: "7/henever I go anywhere, the drought
comes after me; therefore I am the elder."
Enomo replied: "Wherever I appear, the rain succeeds me;
therefore she is the younger."
The spirits of the air listened to their argument, and when
the two rivals had done talking, they cried: "In truth, we cannot
»
tell which of you is the elder, so you must be the same age."
Historical Legends
Ngurangurene , The Crocodile's Son (Fan)
(This t&le is quite too long to be given in full, but this
call of Ombure, the Crocodile, seems worth including.)
Ombure 1 s Call
You who ccmmand the forests, forest spirits,
All you who obey me, I call upon you I
Come, come to the call of your chief,
Answer without delay, answer at once I
I will send the lightning that splits the sky,
I will send the thunder that destroys all things,
I will send the hurricane that uproots the bananas,
I will send the storm which falls from the sky and sweeps
all before itl
All must answer to the voice of their chief.
All you who obey me, show me the path,
Show me the path taken by them that fled I
Forest spirits, replyl
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Evolution and Civilization
The Conquest of the Dounnou (Bambara)
Long ae o it was only the hyenas who had a dounnou; among the
men it was not known. Men did not as yet know anything of its
use
.
One day a man named Siramaka heard the sound of a tom-tom,
which pleased his ear very much, Ee wanted to possess for himself
the thing that made this noise. 3o he set out towards the place
from which he had heard the sound of the dounnou, and he came to
tre hyena's village.
The hyenas csught him and tied him up so that he should not
escape. It we decided to offer him in sacrifice to their dounnou.
the sound of which was so powerful that if it were beaten in
Bogandi it would be heard in Saraako. During the night, Siramaka
managed to untie the roped that bound his arms, picked up the
dounnou and fled, talcing it with him. 3efore the hyenas dis-
covered the theft, he was already back in his own village and
had begun to beat the dounnou, the sound of which drew a great
crowd at. out him.
Ever since then men have always had dounnous, and their
use has become customary among them.
Imaginary Science
Why I'onkeys Live in Trees (Ewe)
Listen to the story of the wildcat.
Once upon a time the wildcat spent a whole day hunting
without catching anything. He was tired. He sat down to take a
rest, but the fleas gave him no petce.
He saw a monkey passing by and called to him: "Monkey,
please come here and catch my fleas for mel" The monkey agreed,
and while he hunted for fleas the wildcat slept. Then the monkey
I
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took: the wildcat's tail, tied it to a tree, and ran away.
The wildcat woke up; he tried to move, bat found that his
tail was tied to the tree. Ee tried and tried to get free, "but
could not. Ee lay there panting. A tortoise passed by.
"Please untie my tail," cried the wildcat when he saw him.
"Will you promise not to kill me if I set you free?" the
tortoise asked.
"No," said the wildcat, "I won't do anything, to you."
The tortoise set him free, and the wildcat went home. He
said to all the other animals: "In five days' time, say that I
deed and that you are going to bury me."
On the fifth day, the wildcat lay down on his back, pretend-
ing to be dead. All the animals came and danced round him. All
at once he sprang up and bounded after the monkey. But the
monkey jumped up a tree and ran away.
That is why the monkey lives in the trees and never comes
down to the ground, -e is too much afraid of the wildcat.
::oral Tales
,.h; .oman is Jubject to Tan (Taveta)
In the beginning, God wanted to test the heart of man, and
also that of woman. So he took the man aside, gave him a knife
and said to him: "Listen. Tonight when your wife is asleep, you
must cut her throat."
And he also took the woman aside, gave her a knife, and
saicl to her: "Listen. xonifht when your husband is asleep, you
must cut his throat." "Very well."
Then the man went away very tadly, thinking: "Cut my
wife's throat? My sister's throat? It is not possible: I can
never do it J" And he threw his knife into the stream, intending
Ir
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to say that he had lost it.
And the woman also went away. Then the night came; she
took: the knife end went to kill the sleeping man, when cod appeared*
"Miserable being I" he said. "Since you have such an evil heart,
you shell never touch iron again all your life! Your place shall
be in the field and by the hearth. And you," he said to the man,
"since you are good, you deserve to be the master and to wield
arms .
"
The Three Brothers and the Three Charms (Masai)
A man died and left three sons, who inherited their father's
fortune, sharing thirty thousand cowries. talking one behind the
other, they came to a place where three roeds met. Here they sa$
down
.
Then the eldest took one road, the younger the second, and
the youngest of all the third. They agreed among themselves to
meet again after three years. The three years passed; they had
all returned and were seated once more at the cross roads. Then,
rising, they went towards a wide delta, which they could not cross.
The eldest then took a bend of linen which he threw on the water,
and making a bridge, passed over; the next youngest tied some
hunting arrows tog ether, and used these to cross by; the youngest
of all put on a pair of shoes and so crossed the delta.
Which of the three possessed the most powerful charm?
Fables
i'he 3fere and the Earth (Lour)
The hare said one da to the Earth: "Don't you ever move? '
You always stay in the same place." "You are mistaken," replied
the Earth. "I move faster than you do." "We'll see about that,"
returned the hare, and he began to run. V/hen he had run a long
way he stopped, feeling sure thet he had won, but found that he still
II
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had the earth under his feet. He began again and ran so hard that
he £ell exhausted and died.
Song of the Pygmies
The forest is wide, the wind is good;
Forward the Be-ku, bow in hand;
This way, then that way, that way and this way,
A pigi Who will kill the pig?
Nku. But who will eat him? Poor nku I
Cut it up all the same; you shall feast on the tripel
The African mind, as the minds of other races, expresses
itself in a multitude of proverbs, fables, and riddles. "The
.e^ro here shows himself deeper and more subtle than many a one
of his critics knows or would allow,"* His proverbs are a store-
house of valuable experiences of life, of sharply minted wisdom,
not only is there a general parallelism in expressing themselves
in proverbs, but many particular similarities can be cited, i'or
instance, "When you have seen a man only once, do not tell him
that he is thin", is certainl.v very similar to "Do not be too
familiar on short acquaintance.
A study of the folk literature of the negro will reveal to
us his inherent moral and intellectual bias and the natural trend
of his philosophy. "Only through folk literature can we get a
glimpse of the workings of the mind of the African .Negro. .. A
critical examination of the content of this folk literature will
result in a division somewhat similar to that found in the same
type of literature of other races; stories, poetry, riddles, and
proverbs. The negro's power to infer and generalize and to
express himself in graphic and concise way relative to life" +*are
clearly shown.
'"Work: Parallelisms ... Southern workman, . :arch, 1907.
'
^Stafford: The Mind of the African uegro as reflected in His
Proverbs, journal of negro history, Vol. i, January, 1916,
Tc
Kr, Stafford has arranged his collection of proverbs in
accordance with the feeling or philosophy expressed, and a few
from each group are given as illustrations.
Anger
Anger does nobody good, but patience is the father of kindness.
Assistance
Hot to aid one in distress is to kill him in your heart.
Birth
Birth does not differ from birth; as the free man wss born, so
was the slave.
In the beginning our Lord crested all. ./ith him there is neither
sieve nor free man, but everyone is free.
3 Pasting
Boasting is not coura t e.
Ee who boasts much cannot do much.
;3orr owing
Borrowing is easy, but the day of payment is hard.
Oh ance
He who waits for chance may wait for a year.
Character
-Vherever a man e oes to dwell, his character goes with him.
Charity
Charity is the father of sacrifice.
Children
There is no wealth without children.
Contempt
lien despise what they clo not understand.
Dan f ei of eaut;
He who marries beauty, marries trouble.
c
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Dagger of Poverty
Beg help and you will meet with refusals; ask: alms and you will
meet with misers.
Disposition
A man's disposition is like a mark: in a stone, so one can efface it.
Duty to Self
Do not repair another man's fence until you have seen to your own.
Effort
You cannot kill game "by looking at it.
faults
Faults sre lifce a hill; you stand on your own and you taltk about
those of other people.
j'evor of the Treat
To love a king is not had, but a king who loves you is better.
-
oily
After a foolish action comes remorse.
- or et f:ou & h t
The day on which one starts is not the ti.ae to commence one's
preparation.
'or^- iveness
Ee who forgives, ends the querrel.
F rienflg
There are three friends in the world,— courage, sense, and insight.
I riendship
Hold a true friend with both your hands.
I at ure
As to what is future, even a bird with a long neck cannot see it,
but God only.
Fate
There is no medicine for hate.
cr
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Hope
Plope is the pillar of the world*
Ignorance
Lac: of knowledge is darker than night*
Laziness
A lazy man looks for light employment.
Love
One does not love another if one does not accept anything from him.
Necessity for Effort
Tbt sieve never sifts meal by itself.
- poor t unity
The dawn does not come twice to wake a man.
Politeness
Bowing to a dwarf will not prevent yoar standing erect again.
Poverty
He who has no house has no word in society.
oleep
sleep has no favorites.
Truth
Lies, however numerous, will be caught by truth when it rises up.
Valor
Boasting at home is not valor; parade is not battle; when war
comes, the valiant will be oiown.
.•vis don
A man may be born to wealth, but wisdom comes only with length
of days.
_,ot to know is bad; not to wish to know is worse.
butterfly
The butterfly that brushes against thorns will tear its wings.
c1
(
)
Dog
If the dog is not at home, he barks not.
Elephant
The elephant does not find its trunk: heavy.
If the fly flies, the frog goes not supperless to bed.
goac
When the fox dies, fowls do not mourns.
Bat
When the rat laughs at a cat, there is a hole.
..olf
He who goe3 with the wolf will learn to howl.
Those who contend that the Jegro is incapable of abstract
thought, would perhaps, be somewhat enlightened by a study
of these characteristic proverbs.
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African Art and Tusic
As a considerable atnount of space has "been devoted to a
description of the art of the Negro of antiquity, it will perhaps
be unnecessar:/ to go much more extensively into the subject to
show the innate artistic sense of the Negro. This desire for
beauty and adornment is apparently almost universal in Africa.
The descriptions of the articles brought by Dr. Sheppard from
the depths of the Congo are sufficient in themselves to prove
this point. There is, however, much to be said for the Negro
of modern times, and it would be unfair to leave the impression
that all African art objects were produced hundreds of years ago.
Of all the arts of the primitive races, the art of the
African IJegro is one wnich has had a positive influence upon the
art of our epoch, i'rom its principles of plastic representation,
a new art movement has evolved. The point of departure and the
resting point of our abstract representation are based on the art
of that race. It is certain that before the introduction of the
plastic principles of I'egro art, abstract representations did not
exist a .ong Europeans. Negro art has reawakened in us the feeling
for abstract form; it has brought into our art the means to express
our purely sensorial feelings in regard to form, or to find new
form in our ideas. The abstract representation of modern art is
unquestionably the offspring of Negro Art, which has made us con-
scious of the subjective state, obliterated by objective education'.'
"Quite recently special museums of Negro Art have been founded
in several European art centers and less conservative general
museums elsewhere have added African departments, Still, not
much is known of the subject, generally speaking, and such
I.:, de ^ayas: African Negro Art (^uoted in ciongs & Tales-Butlin)
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information as has been published is not very accessible or very-
complete. Among the native tribes of the Kasai District in the
Belgian Congo, the wood-carver's art is still so highly esteemed
that at the r$J*al court its representative takes precedence over
the representatives of all other crsfts. These wood carvings
were made for utilitarian or ritualistic purposes, and primitive
folk-lore is reflected in the interesting forms and decorations.
Combs, staffs, drums, drinking vessels, all simple objects of
every day use, were given beautiful decorative treatment."*
The ..'egro wood carvers show acuteness of observation and
infinite patience. "Though the primitive craftsman observed
minutely and was thus conscious of a multitude of details, he
achieved a remarkable simplicity, a spontaneous unit of essential
outlines that is strikingly vigorous and decorative."* Perhaps it
is conformity to the oredominat ing elements in nature which gives
to the Negro design such excellent proportion and balance. "Elim-
ination of detail and retention of the fundamantal relations in
line and mass produce in the pattern of heads or faces the stylistic
character of geometric figures and yet the illusion of reality is
there."*
A fine bronze casket or covered cup, brought from Benin,
(see illustration) belongs to a period when "there had taken place
a reversion from fcreign influence to the older ?!egro conventions
of style. The egg-like-shape is thought to have special signif-
icance. The bead anklets on the legs are symbols of rank. The
lid bears a magnificently carved head in bold relief, surrounded
by interesting scroll work."*
e,
nose Kenderson: tfood Carving from the Congo, southern Jorkman,
Sovember, 19 27.
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"An excellent example of wood sculpture is a baton (see
illustration) topped with a splendidly executed head bearing a
striking head dress.
"A fc roup of monkeys (see illustration) standing on a piece
of flattened timber was evidently intended as a decorative lintel
of a door frame. The figures are carved whole out of the log
which "broadens in the middle to form a backward extension of the
platform, which the flat-hewn surface provides. The animals are
exceedingly life-like and are even individualized, tnough crudely
carved. "*
These specimens illustrate the merits of some of the best
art of the Tegro, and it should be noted that these merits are
not careful imitations of nature. Their distinctive excellence
lies in creative design. literal exactness is sacrificed for
stern formalization. In its rhythm planes and plastic surfaces
lie its vitality and charm.
**The artists of the Congo and Baboon, by their carvings of
Simple figures in ivory, and more geometric ornaments on trumpets,
cups, spoons, arid other things, often show considerable artistic
skill and imagination. On weapons, too, all sorts of adornments
occur. .. xhere appears to be a real art industry among the
Yaundes back of the Cameroon district. A great number of articles
of common use never occur without adornment. With the support
of its close ally, embroidery, the applique method prevails in the
ornamentation of work in leather and cotton stuffs throughout
Ilorth and .Vest Africa.
"The pictorial work of the Bushmen displays the same
excellencies that have been remarked in the primitive drawings of
*I\ose Fenderson: .Vood Carvings from the Congo.
**Work: Parallelisms in Art, oouthern Workman, Feb, 1907.
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of the Australians, fhe elementary principles of perspective
appear to be present.
"The Baratse calabash and ostrich egg in the runich Museum
have engraved designs similar to those on early Greek: vases. On
the Congo and loango coasts the predeliction seems to be for
rough mural decoration executed in harsh colors."
African Tusic
*The Asaba people on the I'iger have the following explanation
for the origin of music. They say that music was brought
into the country by s mighty hunter. .Vhile on an expedition in
search of game, he heard music proceeding from a party of forest
spirits that were approaching. He remembered the steps of the
dance and the music of the songs, and on his return to his
village he taught his country-men this music. They say that every
fresh dance or song is first heard by hunters.
"African music is based on about the same principles as the
music of ether peoples. The diatonic scale and the major and
minor keys are used, but the major appears to be preferred. Har-
monies in minors are known and used. :2he Asaba people, who sing
in thirds and sequences of thirds, shov, a preference for the minor
third, especially at conclusions. Wallenschek thinks this is of
great importance and will have to be taken into consideration in
further researches into the physiology and psychology of music. ..
A harmony, a continuation of the tonic or dominant, similar to
Hindu harmony and the Scotch bagpipe occurs in examples of music
in Tongalabu and among the Bushmen. .. The frequent occurrence
of orchestras and the quartet form systematically arranged for
four voices al-o noints to the existence of harmony and tonality
*Worfcs Parallelisms in Music, Southern
-Yorkman, March, VJ07

and their appreciation by Africans.
"..ith possibly & few exceptions musical instruments are
found among all African tribes. The Negroes of Africa hold a
high position in the manufacture of the most varied musical
instruments. The tom-tom is common in Africa. In v/est Africa
it consists of a hollow piece of wood with a goat siin drawn
tightly over it; in Kast Africa a thin iron plate is used. The
drum is the most important .and widely used instrument of savage
races. It is common in Africa, and is used for war purposed,
signals, and permission to travel. It serves, in actual f9ct,
as a sort of telegraph for messages of all kinds.
"Flutes, pipes, and flageolets are common. The ICaragme
tribes have a pipe with six finger holes. The lera of the Niger
people has from four to six holes. At the end of the pipe upon
the upper side a notch is cut, forming the embrochure. The firi,
another wind instrument, is played with three finger holes, the
thumb and finger of the ri^ht hand and the first finger of the
left. The Ashanti flute is said to be larger than any kind used
by civilized people. The natives profess to be able by means of
it to converse \ ith each other. Horns and trumpets are common.
They are frequently, as among the Congo people, made of very
costly material. To make the inconvenient form of the tuba more
handy, the Ilaragme sometimes construct it like a telescope to
draw in and out.
"The : M balinda Uegroes have a sort of violin with three
strings and a bow, all of plant fibre. The Sudanese erhab, which
is sometimes mentioned, though perhaps erroneously, as the original
of the violin, consists of a gourd o\rer which a skin is stretched
like that on a drum; over this a string is fastened and played
with a horsehair bow. The original of the guitar is found in many
t
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parts of Africa. The Dors have three kinds of guitars. One can
he tuned by means of a sliding ring passed over the neck. Its
large body resembles the modern guitar. The Xaragme have a guitar
or manga with from seven to eight strings, six of which form a
perfect diatonic scale. In another, three strings make a full
harmonious chord. The Ashantis are said to have a most perfect
guitar. The instrument is a hollow wooden box, perforated with
holes and covered with skin, to which a long stick or neck is
attached. It has eight strings in two rows, separated perpendic-
ularly by a bridge. 'The mandolin is a favorite instrument in
Dahomey. The oandolin of the JttiJfe Niam has five strings which
can be tuned by means of screws."*
Lutes and harps of various kinds are found from one edd
of the continent to the other. "The principles of the musical
box are also found. .. The marimba, which is believed to
be the original of the ruano, consists of a number of gourds, as
many as sixteen, covered with a flat piece of wood; when beaten
with a stick the gourds produce different tones according to their
size. There are several varieties of the marimba, some having
clay vessels in place of the gourds.
"The courts of many African chiefs have large orchestras
which are in reality military bands, l^umanika, the Xaregme chief,
had a band of sixteen pieces, fourteen tubes and two drums. The
bend was led by a conductor; they played, while marching, pieces
in waltz and march time. This was in a district where no European
had previously been." This is not an isolated instance, but is
quite common.
"Recitatives are performed. Zanzibar porters are said'to
perform recitatives accompanied by merry shouts. The social and
domestic songs of the loruba and Bongos are recitatives the
*V'/ork: Parallelisms in Music.
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exact opposite of their national and public Songs;
n The themes of African songs are a ; 'Out the same as those
of civilized people; namely, love, war, hunting, religion, death,
etc. love 8 s a subject of their songs occurs more frequently than
is generally thought.
"A sort of wandering minstrel, in many resoects similar to
the minstrel of Medieval Europe and his predecessor, the Anglo-
Saxon scop, is found over almost the entire continent. The African
minstrel's vocation as that of the European one, is the glorifi-
cation of the mighty chief to whom he may be attached. He recites
his own comoosit ions. He receives many presents and often becomes
renowned for his wealth. Nevertheless his calling is considered
disreputable, the reason being that music is a popular f Lstival
in which originally all took part and in which no one was paid for
his services. Kence, when anyone began to make it a profession
and for personal gain sold his musical ability, he was despised."*
"In the folk-music of a people is imaged the racial soul;
to simple or primitive men who are close to nature and sre im-
pelled by her creative snirit, song is a vital part of existence
itself, '.usic is the living fluid utterance of a peoples*
inspiration. '-articularly is this true of African song, tfor the
black: man is naturally both musical and emotional."**
The two tribes represented by Nathalie Curtis Burlin in
"Son* s and Tales" were Zulu and I'dau. ohe was aided by two
students of Hampton Institute, Madikane Cele, a Zulu, and Kamba
oimango, a native of Ndau or Shangane. Both tribes are of
Bantu stock.
"I'ost primitive music is expressed in rhythm and melody
alone, all voices singing in unison or in octaves usually con-
*;Vork: Parallelisms in .lusic.
**3urlin: 3ong8 and Tales from the Dark continent
— Introduction.
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ceived as unison. But the African has evolved polyphony of a
rarely interesting type, and it is safe to assume that the African
had developed part-sinking to an elaborate degree when Europeans
were experimenting with polyphony.
"The rhythms of the Chindau songs are complex; there are
unfamiliar rhythmic ilnits. These African melodies offer to modern
music a new point of view. The African instinct for rhythm has
developed syncopation to a high degree and has given rise to a
pronounced individualization of the drum, which in the hands of
a native seems a living, speaking thing. Different qualities of
tone as well as the most subtle gradations of rhythmic accent-
uation are made by striking the drum in different ways, with the
palms, with the fingers, or with rubber tipped sticks. The African
drum possesses a veritable language by means of which signals
are given.
"African songs are many of them folk-art-cceations
,
calling
for musical intellect as well as emotion. The songs are not
the only music of Africa. i'hru instruments of his own invention,
the Negro achieves that independence of the human voice that
presupposes a conception of music as an art, demanding an under-
standing of tone-qualities and a sense for the structural building
of rhythmic and melodic b&lances of sound.
"The love of music, with the necessity of self-utterance
in song is a fluent evidence of the warm upwelling of feeling in
the African people."*
African I'usical Instruments
In the I'useum at harnpton Institute is a valuable collection
of African .Workmanship. Various friends, both in Africa and this
country have helped to make this collection, although small, one
of the finest in the country. Hjss oara Lane, the Curator of the
*Burlin: jon^s and rales from the Dark Continent
r\ .
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Museum, in an article in the Southern .Vorkman for December, 19 27,
illustrated ana described a number of the Ilusical Insturments
which are found in the collection. The background shown in these
photographs is the cloth woven by the _bakuba people.
otrin^ed Instruments Played with the Fingers
Four stringed instruments and one with keys are ahown. i'he
one at the left is a primitive harp with eight strings. The
second is a harp of higher type composed of a sounding board
hollowed from a piece of the trunk of a tree. Over the top
is fitted a board to which are attached five reeds, the other
ends of which are tied around five sticks, small branches from
a tree, which are inserted in holes bored in the under dies of
the sounding board. The tones of this instrument are surprisingly
sweet. The third and fourth are lute-mandolins with sounding
boards covered with skin. The penatonic scale is used in these
instruments. The instrument on the right is a m' limbs., a small
marimba, composed of a narrow piece of wood with two narrow ban
of iron at the upper end, lying across which are nine flattened
strips of iron fastened in place at one end by a strip of copper.
These are the keys, and are played upon by the thumbs.
note: The photographs were taken by Mr. L. ... Miner.
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Dance I rask, Gong, and rattles
The dance mask is ornamented with cowrie shells and
beads. The hand rattle is skillfully and neatly woven of
reeds. It is like a small basket drawn together at the
top around a handle, it is partly filled with nut shells
which give the desired sound when shaken. The anklet
rattle is made by fastening nut shells to braided raffia.
The metal lance gong is a hollow, bell shaped piece of
wood, fashioned to resemble a fish's tail. It is played
by striking the bell with a piece of metal.
(
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Hunting 7/histle, Trumpet, and Dog-gong
Another rattle, shown here at the "back resembles a
Benetian blind folded over and filled with hard seeds. There
are three hunting whistles, two with carved heads, a small log-
gong, which is a hollow piece of wood with a wooden tongue which
swings back: and forth. The central object is a large carved ivory
trumpet with an incised disc design. The flute pipes are made
of bsmboo fastened together "by cane.

Canoe Shaped Tom-tom and Large Lake Leopold Hettle Dram
In the foreground is a small tom-tom shaped like a canoe.
The stick projecting from the opening when moved rapidly back:
and forth makes a noise that can be heard for some distance.
The Lake Leopold rattle drum or tom-tom is made of wood hollowed
out and covered at each end with snin. It has in it small
pebbl«s that strike with great force against the drum head.
The curious funerary statue is valuable merely because it shows
tr.e manner in which the drum is held.
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Religion in Africa
Upon the day when Cod all things created,
Created He the sun.
The sun goes up and down and comes again,
Created He the moon.
The moon goes up and down and comes again,
Created He the stars.
The stars go up and down and come again,
Created He mankind;
Man comes forth, goes to earth, returns no more.*
*This song of the Dink.es has a consideraole resemblance to
the creation legends of other peoples. There are indeed many
similarities between the African Negroes' belief in Cod and
those of other people. ".lost African religions have a supreme
heaven-god who created all things but who is unaffected by earthly
doings and is therefore disregarded. The Waganda and Wangora
speak of a supreme being, ICatonda, who created all the world and
men; yet no worship is paid him because they think he is too far
above them to trouble himself aV>out :;ien.^
The ^ulus believe in a supreme being, Itango, and in the
greatest of all created beings, Unhulankula, who plays a part in
the creation of men. The supreme god of the Igalwa, Southwest
Africa, has a vice-regent or minister of affairs and government.
"He can never become a man but he can transfuse with his own
personality that of human beint s and the souls of inanimate things. "2
The Africans, as is the case with many other peoples, recog-
nize male and female gods. In West Africa the creator is the
great male god Ilzambi Mpungu. He is represented as showing
partiality; he is also the god who has fire. The earth is
regarded by the Africans, as by the Greeks and others, as being
*,vork: Parallelisms, Part IV, Southern 7/orkman, April, 1907
1 ^uoted in above.
2 ^uoted in above.
(
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a female god. The idea that creation originated by the union
of heaven and earth is world-wide. On the Gold Coast Heaven is
spoken of as the father and Earth as the mother of creation. The
universal mother-earth is represented as being next to the supreme
god. Mazambi, the earth godess of the Bantus, is represented as
the mystery of the earth. Her decisions in quarrels between
animals are imbedded in much African law. Legend has it that
she has given mankind all laws, ordinances, arts, games, and
musical instruments except the drum. The woodpecker invented
this and she stole it from him in a very mean way. The idea
of the earth as the universal mother is further expressed in the
wide-spread myth that man and all other animals came out of a hole
in the ground. The "adis say that the beasts issued in the
beginning from a circle of fire out of which the way was found by
a weasle and a vigilant bird.
"A tree fi fc ures in almost all legends of creation; the tree
of the Hespe-ides, the ash Yagdrasil, the tree of Paradise. It
connects heaven and earth, the gods descend upon it, souls find
the road to heaven by it."* Among the Kaffirs and West Africans,
men are conceived as soring from trees.
"All primitive peoples believe in good and evil spirits,
and where the idea of god has been developed, in a good and evil
god. The good spirits and the beneficient god are expected to
give benefits and blessings, hence only an occasional sacrifice
is needed to show gratitude to them. But the evil spirits must
have constant attention, and sacrifices must dail; be made to
them. Hence it is that everywhere the evil spirits are attended
to the most. witchcraft, which also occurs among all peoples,
*Work; Parallelisms in Religion.
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is closely associated with evil spirits and in many respects is
a direct outcome of an attempt to control them for special ends.
The 3echuana have a god of evil, Uorimo; Ora is the Yoruba's god
of vengeance. .
.
"West Africans consider sin an ill-advised act against
powerful, bad-tempered spirits. The Africans clearly distinguish
between sin and crime. Sin, they say, is an offense against a
spirit, while crime is an offence against human society. Fate,
trie Ewes say, is an unalterable decision established by the
sky-god.
"The Uegroes believe that everything has a soul. They
regard spitit and matter as undivided in kind; matter is the
extreme low form of spirit. Share is close resemblance between
the -est African's ideas of spirits and those held by other peoples.
They have many grades of spirits. It is said that some have come
into existence by the authority of Anzam, that is, the Creator.
Others are self-exi stent
;
many are distinctly the souls of departed
human beings, retaining all their human wants and feelings. ..
"West Africans believe in a class of beings something like
dryads, who resent intrusion into their territory, onto their
rock, tneir promontory, or their tree. The Negroes, like the
Greeks and Egyptians, personify rivers. They are sometimes great
serpents, sometimes water spirits which drag their victims into
tneir depths, oprings and brooks have their own spirits. In
Uganda tne Victoria I:yanza baa its own priestly couple, whose
power is inferior only to that of the king. The belief that the
soul exists after death, while in some instances vague, appears
to be general throughout Africa. The belief in a future state
of happiness obtains with greater or less clearness.
Ic
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nA certain agnosticism is noted in £ast Africa. They believe
that all spririts live and cannot be killed, bat how they are
employed or what country they inhabit is known to no one, A man's
ancestors watch. over his life and the chief's ancestors guard the
honor the tribe, but beyond this all is uncertainty and doubt.
Ancestor worship is found in many parts of the continent and
apothesis sometimes occurs.
"There is a priest class in Africa. The fether, in regions
of .Vest Africa, as in other lands, is the priest of the family.
The chief, also, is often the priest. The rules respecting altars
and sacrifices ere very similar to those among the Semites. The
animal offered must be without spot or blemish. If it is a female,
it must not be with young. The priest must not draw near the main
altar without offering a preliminary sacrifice on an altar of un-
hewn stone. The priest's office in ..'est Africa, as among the
Greeks, is hereditary.
"The following prayer is offered by a priest on assuming
office: "Cod, Earth, t reat Fetiflh, consecrate thy son to be thy
priest. Grant him a lar^e family and much prosperity. Defend
him and his from all evil. 31ess his friends v ho wish him well
and curse his enemies who wish him evil. Give him a read;; tongue
when he utters bis prayers at the sacrifice." There appears to be
a sense of close personal relation, similar to that expressed in
other religions, between the deity and his officiating priest.
Drink, offerings are made; holy water is used; oracle speaking
occurs. Vows of self-denial are frequent. They are taken with
special ceremonies and strictly kept. They have sacred places
end there are places of refuge. Each West African village has
a sacred spot where an outsider, if he can reach it, is safe from
harm. The priest's house in parts of ./est Africa is a sanctuary
ri
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which is open day and night for all persons fleeing from summary
justice. The greet place of refuge in Calabar district is at Omon.
Thither the mother of twins, widows, thieves, persons accused of
witchcraft, and slaves flee and are safe.
"The duties of the witch maidens, or ondangrere, of the
Ilereros, who as a rule are the daughters of the chief's first
wife, are very similar to those of the Roman vestals. Their chief
duties consist in the maintenance of a kind of sacred fire, omman-
gere. In fine weather a fire is always kept burning in front of
ever;/ hut, where the inhabitants are accustomed to sit; but when
the weather is bad the fire is brought into the ondangere's hut.
If it should unluckily go out, the whole community assembles to
offer an expiatory sacrifice Of cattle^ after which the fire is
kindled by friction. If a trite changes its residence, the ondan-
gere fc oes in fiont with the fire. If some of the tribe separates
from the rest, the man of highest rank receives some of the fire
and the dignity of oncangere is assumed by his daughter.
"The loss of immortality and of a former state of happiness
olaj'S an important part in the T e^ro Oenesis. There is a close
affinity between African and other myths relating to thr? fall of
man. The African traditions are of times when there was direct
intercourse between gods, or spirits, and men. That intercourse
is alv;ays said to have been cut off by some human error.
"The Calabar legend of the creation presents many interest-
ing points of comparison with the Biblical story of the fall of man.
"The first human pair is called by a bell at meal time to Abssi
—
the Calabar god--in heaven. In place of the forbidden tree of
Genesis are placed Agriculture and Propagation which Abasi strictly
denies the first pair. The fall is denoted by the transgression
(
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of "both these commands, especially through the use of implements
of agriculture, to which the woman is tempted by a female friend
who is given to her. From that moment man fell and became mortal."
Agriculture is regarded by many peoples in various lands as a curse
or a fall from a perfect state. ..
"Akin to the calabar legend is the reason why man has to work
in iron. Pouraagou was in the old times a mighty forger in iron.
The falls, Sambai ITagesh on the Ugouai Hiver in '//est Equatorial
Africa, are said to be the work of his hands. nis residence is
there. In former times people used to go to the falls, deposit
iron and charcoal on the river side and say, "Oh, mighty i'ougamou,
I want this iron to be worked into a knife or a hatchet," or
whatever instrument it rai^ht be, and in the morning when they went
to the place they found the weapon finished. One day, however, a
man and his son went with their iron and charcoal and had the
impertinent curiosity to wait and. see how it was done, '-.'hey hid
themselves, the father in the Biollow of a tree and the son amongst
the bou t hs of another tree, i'oumagou came with his son and began
to work when suddenly the son said, "Father, I smell the smell of
people I" The father replied, "Of course you smell people, for do
not the iron and charcoal come from the hands of people.'" they
worked on, but the son again interrupted his father, repeating the
same words, and i'ougamou looked around and saw the two men. He
roared with ra^e, and to punish the father and his son, he turned
the tree into an ant hill and the hiding place of the son into a
nest of black ants. Since then x-'ougamou has not worked iron for
people. ..
"A Fernando Po legend says that once upon a time there was
no trouble 01 serious disturbance upon earth because there was a
ladder "made like the one you
fc et palm oil with, only long, long,"
cI
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and the ladder reached from the earth to heaven so that the gods
could £0 up and down and attend personally to earthly affairs.
But one day a crippled boy started up the ladder and he had got
a long way up when his mother saw him and started up in pursuit.
The gods, horrified at the prospect of having "boys and women
invading heaven, threw down the ladder and have since left humanity
severely alone. ...
"We have an echo of Paradise in the Wakaraba legend which says
that in the beginning the whole firmament, sun, moon, and all, went
about peaceably on earth. But one day the san came neer to an
adansonia tree and scorched it. A quarrel arose which resulted in
a separation of the stars from the earth.
"There are many traditions among African Ilegroes concerning
a collapse of the sky, or a deluge, which comes as a punishment
for men's sins. There is a tradition that the men of the present
time are a second, a later created race, separated from an earlier
one which was destroyed by a great catastrophe, the falling of
the heavens or the flooding of the earth.
"The Ashantis tell of a creator, Odomankana, who, after he
had made men and instructed them in all things, went to heaven,
'en tried in vain to climb up by piling mortars one upon another.
The story of the confusion of tongues is found among many peoples
and is obviously an attempt to account for the multiplicity of
languages
•
"Concerning mortality there are many interesting legends.
The one concerninfc the moon and the hare has already been mentioned.
The 3asutos make the lizard brin^ the ri t.ht message, but the cham-
eleon overtakes it with the wrong one and men believe the chameleon,
i'he Timneh people in Northeast oierr&fsa1^ that in old times
rc
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God was very friendly with men ajid when Fe thought a man had lived
lon^ enough on earth He sent a messenger telling him to come up
into the s/.y and star with Him. But once there was a man who, when
the messenger of God came, did not want to leave his wives, his
slaves, and his riches, so the messenger had to go back without
him; and God was very cross and sent another messenger for him,
who was called Disease, but the man would not come for him either,
and so Disease sent back word that he must have help to bring the
man, and God sent another messenger whose name was Deatn. Disease
and Death together got hold of the man and took him to God and
God said that in the future he would always send these messengers
to fetch men. . .
•
"The Africans, like the Creeks and other peoples, have myths
about Death and his brother oleep. The Vaos and Wagisa of Sast
Central Africa believe that death is largely caused by wizards;
it was originated by a woman who taught two men to go to sleep.
One day while they slumbered, she held the nostrils of one of them
till his breath ceased and he died. All primitive peoples consider
disease and death as not due to natural causes. ...
"Respect for the dead is universal, end mounning, also,
^tward si^ns of grief on the death of a near relative exist every-
where. These are first ciies, lamentations, and tears. Then
follow material sit.ns displayed on the body, some of which seem
to suggest the idea of sacrifice, Essting for the dead is observed.
In some tribes feasting in honor of the dead is also a widespread
custom. The Dualas of ..est Africa have a feast for the dead last-
ing nine days, the time required for the soul to make its way to
iiela, the place of eternal rest. ...
"The xschvi or underworld, Srahmandazi, although more elabor-
ate than most African underworlds, is a type of all of them. It is
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said that orabmandazi is just the same as this world in all
particulars except that it is dimmer, a veritable shadow land, where
men have not the joys of life, "but only the shadows of them. There
is a proverb that "One day in this world is worth a year in Srah-
mandazi." Ho marria fces take place there. It has its pleasures and
pains, not necessarily retributive, but dim. All souls in it, they
say» grow forward or backward into the prime of life and remain
there. Others say that each inhabitant there remains at the same
age as he was when he quit the world above. The latter is prob-
ably the original view.
"West Africans believe that the status of the soul may be
changed in the underworld and returned to the upper world. The
status of the so 1 when it is returned may be higher or lower than
that which it formerly held or it may be changed to an animal.
Belief in raetarnorphis into leopards, gorillas, etc., similar to the
werewolf of C ermany is held. In South Africa we find the werewolf.
'A certain r ottentot was once travelling with a rtushwoman and her
child when they perceived at a distance a troop of wild horses.
The man, bein^ hungry, asked the woman to turn herself into a lion-
ess and catch one 01 the horses that they might eat of it; where-
upon the woman set down her child, and taking off a sort of petti-
coat made of human skin, became instantly transformed into a lioness,
which rushed across the plain, struck, down a wild horse, and lapped
its blood. The man climbed a tree in terror and conjured his com-
panion to resume her natural shape. The lioness came beck and
putting on the skirt made of human skin, reappeared as a woman,
took up her child, and the two friends resumed their journey after
making a meal of horse's flesh. T
' T It is interesting to note that the yellow 3outh Africans
have a crippled god of the underworld. The myth of Hephaestus
recurs among the Hottentots ss a tale of a one-legged man;
c
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Toai-goad, that is, 'the wounded knee', is a crippled god who
dwells in the earth. The Bechuana have a one-legj ed god living
underground who closely resembles Toui-goab.
'"There are many myths which apparently relate to natural
phenomena. The Zulus have what appear to be solar myths, similar
to those of the Aryans. The Zulu h©ri>, Uthelakanyane , is as great
a traveler as Odysseus. His presence of mind arnid trying circum-
stances is not surpassed by the incomparable 'Boots' . Uth lakyana
is as precocious as I eracles or Kermes. He speaks before he is
born and no sooner has he entered the world than he begins to out-
wit other people and get their property. He is opposed by cannibals
who are magnified into giants and magicians. They are remarkably
swift and enduring, fierce and terrible warriors."*
**Although, as has been said, the Bantu believe in a supreme
spirit who creeted all things, they do not worship nor fear him.
Fe is in a sense an absentee god. .'/hat they do fear is the influ-
ence of the evil spirits which they believe are all about them and
seeking to harm them. Ever:; object has its spirit. If a tree is
struck by lightning, its spirit is killed, as also the spirit of
the bow broken in the hunt. They believe that the spirits of the
dead return to seek revenge and for this purpose inhabit animals
and even human beings. Their great problem is to ward off these
evil spirits or nullify their designs. This is the reason for the
great power of the witth doctor. He is supposed to be able to
diagnose the case and tell what sort of spirit, or whose spirit
is troubling the sic^ or injured person. Ke is also thought to
*This account has been adapted from work's article on Religious
Parallelisms
.
)
*P.A»MoDiarmid: The Bantu of the Congo, southern Workman, June,
1917.
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have power to call some free, wandering spirits, stronger than the
one seeking to do harm, into some material object and b:/ the use
of wearing of this object on the person, the evil spirit would be
kept at bay. This is the origin of the Fetich. It should be noted
that fetich is not an African word, but is derived from the Port-
uguese fet ico t to make.
These spirit-empowered objects were of many kinds, horns of
antelopes filled with dirty concoctions, teeth and skins of animals,
human eyeballs, in fact almost anything which the witbh doctor
took and made his incantations over.
/hen an evil deed occurred the witch doctor was called in to
decide if anybody was bewitched. With body daubed with white
clay and red camwood powder, and wearing skins and feathers until
he looked like the most fantastic picture of his satanic majesty,
he would appear suddenl;, among the assembled natives, performing
a wild dance with weird incantations, moving in and out among the
people until he would suddenly stand before the one possessed of
the witch. Ee was supposed to have the power of smelling blood
upon the guilty person. Trial by poison usually followed. The
poison was drunk and if the accused individual lived, he was
innocent; if he died he surely must have been guilty.
*0rdeal by Poison
. The supreme test comes when the victim,
followed by hundreds of villagers, is led by the Witch doctor out
of town to a large plain. Bark is scraped from a poisonous tree,
pounded in the presence of the excited people, mixed with water,
poured into a cup or bowl, and then the witch doctor calls to
the people for silence. He tells the condemned that if he is
surely guilty, he will die when he takes the poison; if not
*Shepard, ./. H.: African Handicrafts and Superstitions,
Southern Workman, 1921, p. 407.
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guilty, he will vomit it. The accused never refuses to take the
poison and he seldom remains to tell the tale of guilt or inno-
cence. The victim, after drinking the poison, is chased over
the field "by his enemies until he reels and falls. Any life
remaining is crushed out by the witch doctor; the body is borne
by friends to a pile of dry wood and brush and placed upon it.
Palm oil is poured on freely, then a torch is applied and the
body burned. The fire, they believe, destroys both the .body and
spirit, and the person cannot come back: again.
*The religion of the Bantus consists also of a rudimentary
system of ancestor-worship. In some cases they have family and
tribal totems, but judged by the terms of their most sacred oaths,
departed chiefs are the ideals mostly revered.
The Anjoni, as an exception to the general rule, denied any
knowledge of the existence of a god, and thought that after a man
died, the grave marked the end of his identity. Yet they believe
in ghosts.
3mme tribes are sai^ to believe that man and the animals
first came to earth by falling down a sloping rock whose sides are
still marked by the descent. An idea of God (I.Tulunga) is present
among these people to account for tnis fall. The village often
has a special hut where prayers are said either to avert some
threatened harm or to invoke some benefit for the people.
**]?et ichism includes a belief in man
a
and the practices
that grow out of that belief. G. Cyril Claridge, in "V/ild Bush
Tribes of Tropical Africa", says, "There is scarcely anything
in trade, sport, civic life, law administration, land rights,
etc., but that the order which regulated them comes from and in
a large measure, is dependent upon fetichism. It supplies the
'^acbrair: Africa and the Africans, p. 118.
"dwin Smith: The Golden stool, p. 194,
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law civile and the law divinum . It supplies the standard by which
one I egro deals with another Negro ... It stipulates what ought
and v hat ought not to "be done according to fetich standard." A
fetich set up in a garden will invariably keep off all thieves
and robbers.
Fetich ism protects ownership and moreover staves off the
sanse of guilt which would result throught acts of stealing. A
specific charm tied on a girl will effectively protect her virgin-
ity if she wishes it to be protected. Charms sometimes regulate
honesty in trade— for a sharper will not try tricks upon a man
whom he believes to live under their protection.
*A still larger factor is what we commonly think of as
"ma
fc
ic" but it is more properly described as a belief in that
impersonal potency which the I-elanesians call mana. As in Llel-
anesia, so in Africa, religion consists largely in getting mana
for oneself, or in getting it used for one's benefit, i'his is
why "charms" play such an important part in the African's daily
life—they are the vehicles of mana. In the form of mascots,
they have of late been in evidence in our own land, but what is
a silly superstition for us is a vitaly thing in Africa. Jelief
in them forms part of the faith by which Africans live. They
have a firmer trust in their charms than many of us repose in
the providence of God.
The taboos which so largely regulate the black man's con-
duct also have their basis in a belief in mana. He ;aust not do
this, or that, say this thing or the other, eat this or that,
because otherwise some evil consequences will follow. He will
not necessarily be punished by the chief and council; but his
deed v.ill automatically and inevitably bring its own punishment.
*3inith: The Golden Stool, p. 192-3.
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In the belief in aiipervasive mystic force we find one of the
strongest sanctions of tribal morality*
*Fetich worship among the Guinea Negroes is a species of
demonology. Spirits of various kinds are supposed to <$well in
natural objects which have been properly consecrated. These
spirits are believed to require food for their support. Each
town has at least one rude temple erected in a grove. I!any kinds
of objects, animate and inanimate are consecrated for the abode
of these spirits. Images abound. The men and women in charge of
these fetiches work upon the credulity and superstitions of the
people
.
Negro philosophy is very simple and meaner. They do not
presume to pry into the knowledge of things remote or unseen.
They form no conjectures about astronomy, but take it for granted
that each new moon is a new creation. They know nothing about
years, as such, but count time by rainy seasons, moons, suns,
and days.
^Tr.e Africans are so far, however, from lacking reasoning
powers as to be ruthless in their logic. iTor example, starting from
the belief in the survival of the human personality, they argue
that a chief requires a retinue in the spirit world, and they
reach the terrible but logical conclusion that therefore men and
women must be slain to accompany ham.
Amidst all the variations of belief, three articles may be
said to be common to African creed; a belief in a oupreme Being;
a belief in survival of the human personality after death; and
a belief in mana . v.'e are here concerned with the relation
between these beliefs and customary morality. Probably the
**!acbrair: Africa and the Africans, g. 118.
**3mith; The Golden Stool, pp. 19 £ and 204.
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recognition of a ' i & h God has the least effect upon conduct; but
many of the Africans declure that their customs were established
by Him and that any breach of them is a transgression of the divine
will, Kuch more commonly the spirits of deceased ancestors are
regarded as the guardians of the tribal morality. The customs
have come down from ancient ti.aes and it is natural to suppose
that if not ordained b God, they were established by great men
in the pest. These ancestors still live, though invisible. They
-'are concerned with the well-being of their descendants, and any
breach of traditional custom is an offense against them. They
have the power of visiting their wrath upon transgressors, ''he
land where their bodies lie buried, and the forest which now
harbours their spirits are rendered s?cred by their association
with these ancestors. They form the strongest bond of union
between the tribesmen. African society does not comprise the
living only; the living and the dead compese a close interdepend-
ent community and anything which distnnbs the harmony between
them is re fc arded as a crime,
Kis religion does rule the African's conduct. It is a
tribal faith, ancnored to the ancestral soil. The African's
God is not localized, but the ancestral gods do not travel;
they have great power over the tribe while they live on their
own land. They have none, however, upon an individual living
away from home.
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The African family as an Institution*
The family occupies a very important place among primitive
African peoples. It is vitally connected with their economic,
educational, political, moral, and religious life. As elsewhere,
it was through the family that agriculture and the handicrafts
developed. The children work: with the mother in the field and
so receive their education in agriculture. They assist in the
various household duties and learn the different handicrafts, such
as weaving, dyeing, and making pottery.
The importance of their household gods is shown in the fact
that the Nyanza tri"bes carry them with them to the battle field
the household gods of their chief. In times of peace they are
set up in his hut. The Lower Niger tribes hold a festival in
honor of the household gods.
Each Bakoki household is said to have a temple erected near
its dwelling place. .Vhen there is oeace, it is more or less
neglected, but wien the husband goes to war or on a journey, the
women gather flowers and offer them to the domestic god in the
temple to render him favorable and secure the return of the absent
one. It is through the family that must of their morality is
taught. This is shown by the universal laws relating to marriage,
divorce, and adultery.
irarria^e is generally exogaraous; that is, outside of the
tribe; gifts are usually given to trie parents of the bride. The
important fact in African marriage, as in marraige everywhere, is
this: to be legal it must be public, in the presence of witnesses,
^Adapted from ..ork.: The Social Importance of the African Family,
Southern ,,'orkman, June, July, August, 1909.
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and according to some prescribed form. The following are examples
of their marriage customs. "On the day fixed for the marriage,
the 3 ashmen come from everywhere and "bring as much meat as they
can get. The women smear themselves with red clay, put on their
beads, and all eat and are jolly. In the middle of this feast the.
young man catches hold of his bride; her relatives at once set upon
him with their kibes or digging sticks, and beat him on the head
and elsewhere, All the Bushmen then begin to £ight together, during
which the yount fellow must hold his bride fast and receive all
the hammering they choose to give him, without letting his treasure
escape. If he is not successful and she escapes, he will have to
undergo a second ordeal before he can again claim her."^- Among the
t'anti, the law relating to marriage is ver;: simple. It is some-
times preceded by betrothal, which often takes place before the
girl arrives at a marriageable age. Ke who would marry a woman,
whether maiden or widow, must first apply to her family for consent,
and without such application and consent there can be no betrothal,^
Among the Ingaras of the Lower I^iger, engagements are often made
when the g irl is a mere child. On the appointed wedding day no
ceremony takes place, except that the bride is conducted at sunset
to her husband's hut by two or more of her relatives. The husband
then presents her with a mat, a young cock, a young ram, a young
female goat, pots of native beer, kola nuts, and firewood. The
marriage feast is held ten days later. ^ Wife purchase prevails
among the Yorubas. The amount varies according to rank and other
conditions. The poorest, however, always pay a small sum for their
1 otow: The Native usees of South Africa, pp. 95-97.
2 Sarbah: Fanti Customary Law, pp. 41-57.
3 Mocfcer-i! erryman: Up the ITiger, p. 45.
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wives, so as to give the anion the title of marrir. t e and to distin-
guish it from concubinage.
"'Among- Europeans there is no more common suoerstition regard-
ing the Africans than that they buy their wives. It is high time
that this misrepresentation ceased. In some regions the natives
have been so often told that they purchase wives that they have
come to believe it, and now regard the "dowry" as a purchase. But
in the eyes of the true Africans, the cattle and other goods handed
over b;; the bridegroom's clan to the bride's does not constitute a
purchase. The man does not acquire the proprietary rights that he
gets when he purchases a slave. The chiko or marriage-fee is a
guarantee of e ood treatment for one thin^, and is regarded by
women as a token of honorable marriage, ./omer.for whom it has not
been presented are not regarded as married.
**Infant betrothals are very frequent among girls of the
better class. They must remain chaste until marriage. It is
probable, Ellis thinks, that the idea of chastity as a virtue
was greatly influenced b infant betrothals. The parents of a
man make proposals to the girl's parents. If he is accepted, the
suitor sends a present of native cloth end kola nuts, and after
consulting a babalawo (priest), a day i3 appointed for the wedding.
The marriage feast is held at the house of the bridegroom's
parents. -he bride is conducted there by a procession of women,
who sing as they march. The wedding feast, which is continued
till the next day, is never attended by the bride's parents. It
is not uncommon for newly married couples to visit some celebrated
shrine and offer sacrifices together.
*Smitb: The Golden Stool, p. 277.
**Y;ork: 6 uthern „orkman, 1909, p. 348.
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Among the Lendu it is the custom for the young man to propose
to the younfc woman. If she accepts him, he then applies to her
father. There are no preliminary presents. If the suit is accept-
able the young man pays over sixteen cows and one hundred goats,
when this sum has been paid to the girl's father, the man returns
home. An interval of some days elapses before the bride is taken
to her new home by her brothers, or, if she has no brothers, her
sisters or friends. The father-in-law is banned, and can never
visit his son-ih-law except in the event of the serious illness
of his daughter. Two months after the marriage the mother-in-law
pays a visit. The length of her stay, which is rigidly laid down
by custom, must not exceed four days, ohe may remain the night
of the fourth da;/, but must have left the house before day-break:
of the fifth day . 'J er next visit is allowed when her daughter's
period of confinement approaches.
1
The tfasuicuma marraige custom differs from that of all the
other tribes around the Victoria Hyanza. The young man takes a
waist belt to the woman's father. 1 his belt is made of beads of
various colors, beautifully interlaced and woven. This is a gift
for the girl. The girl must not be present wheii the presentation
is mede, but her brothers are generally there to discuss tie matter
and fix the dowry to be paid to the father. The girl's mother
has no words in the case. The general rule is that some sixty
sheep are to be paid at once as a first installment. The young
man then oes to live with his father-in-law and serves him two
years in lieu of a further installment. He builds his own hut.
he must make additional presents. One sheep goes to the eldest
woman of the village. V/hy? J?'or the house, une sheen is given
1 Cunningham! Uganda and Its Peoples, pp. 3E8-.i31.
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to the eldest man of the village, Why? For his grey hair. One
sheep goes to the principal bridesmaid. Why? Because she arranges
the bridal bed. (The bed is a framework of wattles on which is
spread an ox-skin, ) One sheep belongs to the eldest sister. As
soon as all is ready and the bridesmaid has received her sheep,
it is her duty to arrange the sleeping apartment. Then she fetches
the bride and the ceremonies are complete. At the end of the two
years, the man may return to his tillage and t.^ke his wife with
him. She is then -presented b.y her friends with the following
trousseau—a small wooden stool to sit on, an jx-skin to lie on,
and a l>.rge wooden bowl in which to wash the baby.l
There is often much love between husband and wife. The
Mam-Niam are said to display great affection for their wives.
A husband will spare no sacrifice to redeem an imprisoned wife.
The Nubians often took advantage of this fact to drive profitable
bargains in the ivory tr.de. 2
The causes for which divorces are granted are similar to
those set forth upon the statute books of our various states.
The African peoples do not have uniform divorce laws. The ease or
difficulty with which a divorce may be secured varies among
different tribes and in different sections of the continent as it
does in our several commonwealths. Schweinfurth found the Mam-Niam
holding the marriage bond sacred. Unfaithfulness was generally •
punishable with immediate death.
^
Among the Manyema , if the wife conducts herself properly,
she cannot be divorced and sent away, but the husband may apply
to her father and sa;/ he is not pleased with her. Then the father
is bound to supply another daughter, if he has one, The former
1 Cunningham: Uganda and Its Peoples, pp. 302-504.
2 bchweinfurth: The Keart of Africa, Vol. 1, p. 472.
3 cunninS ham Uganda and its peoples, p. 322.
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woman remains still under tne protection oi the husband and cannot
be sent away.
Divorce with the Basukuina id by mutual consent. Ii the wile
is guilty oi misconduct ana leaves her husband's house, he may
make application to her father for the return oi the dowry."'" a
Bavuma wiie can divorce herseli at any time, witn or without cause.
In eitner case her father has to return the dowry of cattle and
goats which was given to him at the time of the marria e e.£ Should
an Ibo woman leave her husband for another, after having given
birth to children, her children become tne property of the husband,
but he has no further claim on the faithless wife, ohould the
wife, however, have been childless $ the husband has a right to
demand all his wife's effects, and also the original purchase
money paid to her parent. At Asaba there is this curious custom,
before marriage the girl is made ugo, or "eagle-feathered", by
naving a feather stuctv in her hair. The lav/ doe3 not then permit
divorce, but commands the wife to remain with her husband till
deatn. Punishment is meted out to any man attempting to entice
her away. If, nowever, sne leaves her native land, sue is never
permitted to return and the husband cannot claim the refund of
the purcnase money lor dowry) from her parents.^
6ome African tribes have strict laws to prevent immorality
among the youtns. There lj saiu to be a custom among the Bongo
ana neighboring peoples which forbids all children who are not
at tne oreast to sleep in the same hut with their parents. "The
elder cnildren have a hut a propria ted to themselves, but take their
1 Cunningham: Uganda and Its Peoples, p. 322.
Z Ibid, p. 140.
o .^ocicer-^ erryman : up tne xiiger, pp. o8-59.
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meals with the rest of the family.." The Mam-Niam have little
huts set apart as aleeping places for the hoys, where they are
placed as soon as they tre of an age to he separated from the
adults. 1 The Acholi take very striking precautions to guard
against immorality among the young men and women. The young
women are shut up in their homes shortly after dark, and the
young unmarried men have to live in curiously constructed
houses erected on piles many feet above the ground, the entrance
to which consists of a circular hole, not more than a foot in
diameter, to reach which they have to climb a rough wooden
ladder. After the occupants have retired for the night, fine
sand is sprinkled around the base of the ladder, the object
being to enable them to detect the slightest footprints of
anyone who might attempt to enter or leave the house.
^
The family is a part of the political organization. For
example, among the Bavili "Each individual belongs to a family;
each family is under a chief, and this chief is under the
prince of the province containing these families." 3 The head
man, as the name implies, is the responsible head of the family*
It is his fiuty to bring up his charges in the knowledge of
matters political and traditional. It is his work to train
up his wards in the ways of loyalty and obedience to the ruling
powers. He is held responsible ior the actions of recalcitrant
members of his family. He must keep them within bounds and
insist on their conformity with the customs, laws, and tradi-
tional observances of the community.
4
1 achweinfurth: The Heart ©f Africa, Vol. 2, pp. 20-22.
2 Cunningham: Uganda and Its Peoples, p. 354.
3 Dennett: At the Back of the Black Kan's Mind, "pp. 35, 36.
4 Hayford: Gold Coast Native Institutions, pp. 76-78.
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The second part of fork's "African Family" concerns the
composition of the family, its members and their relations to
each other, and the matter of ownership of and inheritance of
property. The accounts are varied and interesting.
In the third part of his article, work describes in detail
the inner life of the family, the everyday routine of living.
The love of the African for his home is tremendously strong,
and the love of ..parents for their children hab been commented
upon by writers from Chevalier des i.larchius in 1724 to Sir
Harry Johnston in 1906.
Cradle Song of Northeast Africa
We did not buy you; oh, priceless onel
All the cattle of the fields did not buy you,
The war-horse in the stall did not buy you,
I did not try to buy you,
A loving heart bought you.
From a good heart comes only good^
To G-od who gave it, give the praise.
Social Life .* The unsophisticated African lives at the
collect ivittic stage of human evolution. That is to say that
there is no recognition of individuality; personal property,
for example, is held, but the individual is far less distinct
from his group than he is in a European community. "The indi-
vidual never really attains his majority. He must remain more
or less in the tutelage of his family, clan, and tribe." (H,B V
Jacotte) The African acts as a part of a whole. His well-
being depends upon his conforming to the general practice. All
through life he remains a unit in a group and thinks of himself
*Smith: The Golden Stool, -. 188.
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as such; he is a member of his clan, of his age-grade, of his
trite. A stringent etiquette regulates ever.y relation with his
fellowmen„ He shapes his conduct according to the thinking and
doing of his fellows and comes to fear and hate all change. In-
deed it is dangerous to do anything contrary to the general
practice. The community is always on guard to protect itself
f
against any innovation. Inventors of new ways are liable to be
charged with unholy compacts with the devil--or with what stands
for the devil in African minds. On the Congo, we are told by
Rev. J. H. Weeks, the introduction of a new article of trade
always brought the introducer a charge of witchcraft, and there
is a legend that the man who discovered the way to tap the
palm tree for palm wine was looked upon as a warlock (wizard)
and paid the penalty with his life. The blacksmith who con-
trives the making of a new kind of knife, instead of being
adimired by his neighbors for his initiative, alarms the neigh-
borhood, and they react against him.
..hen we succeed in getting behind the African's stock
answer that he does things because his fathers ilways did them
so, we learn that he b_ses his practices upon his belief in
"supernatural" agencies. The riotous instincts re restrained
b.y forces that are not of this tangible sphere. In other
words, the ethics of the Africans, their customary morslity,
is grounded in their religion* Their morality is not ours,
nor is their religion ours; but such as their morality is, and
such as their religion is, the two are inextricably fused to-
gether, are indeed but aspects of one whole. •
Among no people is the family relatively more important
than among the Africans, who are very human. In their love
affairs, divorces and social life, they are really much like
other people.
c*
Political Organization
Law and Government
*In the Sudan there once existed great empires and kingdoms.
In Uganda protectorate, Johnston estimates that the history of
these kingdoms extends as far back as the 14th century of our
era. The power of the Uganda kings extended at times to the
Congo Forest, and they maintained a considerable amount of law
and order in these territories.
"These kingdoms were not the temporary erections of some
chieftain but were established empires with regular succession
of rulers, a hierarchy of court officials and provincial gov-
ernors, and ell the ceremony incidental to such a political
structure. Johnston says 'The Bahima of Ankcle can trace the
genealogy of their kings for about three hundred years beck.
The Bagande can recall their kings beck to the 15th century.
The geneelogy of Uganda soverigns includes thirty-six names
—
prior to the present king--which v. ould take us back to the
middle of the fourteenth century.'
"Up to the recent domination of the British'! says Dowd,
"the ffaganda were governed by an emperor who had a well organ-
ized government. His council included a prime minister,
several princesses, a chief baker, and a commander of the army
and navy. There were feudal lords ruling over provinces and
owing allegiance to the king."
In the regions south of the Sahara in oudan and adjacent
territories, the meet elaborate political organization has
lasted to our day. Here kingdoms have lasted for centuries,
with mosques, arenives, ana towns, having flourishing fairs
attended by thousands of people. George W. Ellis says, "Some
of the kings, possessing two eapit Is, and living in fortified
Johnson: tf, tive African Haces and Culture, p. 9.
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caetles that had glass windows and were decorated with sculptures
and painting, had pagentries of stately magnif icance. ;.Vhen Eng-
land, Germany and France were just emerging from barbarism, "some
of these dynasties had attained a comparatively high degree of
civilization."
Two forces in Africa contributed to the formation and main-
tenance of powerful native kingdoms. Cne was the walled and fort-
ified eltji with its regular social, religious and family institu-
tions. The other was the mark t, which is one of the unique
developments oi the African continent. Chamberlain says of them:
"The institution of the market and the fair, for example, among
the iiegro peoples of the £>udan and the development out of it of
the village, the town and the city, are among the most interesting
phenomena in all the history of human culture. Among the questions
involved in the evolution of the market are: the greater share of
women in public aud semi-public activities; the breaking down of
the ntrrowness of mere tribal boundaries and clan instincts, con-
sequent upon the gathering together of so many people at repeated
intervals; the movement toward abolition of war thru the institu-
tion of the market place ud the prohibition of all hostile acts
during the time of fairs and markets, etc., the amalgamation of
peoples resulting from the ultimately permanent character of these
markets and fairs, and the absorption of those conducting them
more or less into the general population by the consolidation of
the temporary city without the walls with the old city within
them; the influence upon the general honesty nd morality of the
community of the increasing importance of the tight of asylum,
the protection of the stronger within and without the g tes, the
necessity of honest weights and measures; the autonomy of the
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market, the market-tax, with its corralary of free trade; the
market holiday and its relation to religious and other festivals
and ceremonials,"
It should be noted in passing that tne institution of the
market is found aiiong practically all tribes of Africa today.
They will neither buy nor sell other than at the market place.
Another account gives a similar but more detailed account
of the political organization among the Uganda.* In Uganda is
found an interesting type of civilization. Here is historical
tradition gcing back seme four hundred years, and a well-developed
form of government. In irany ways it resembles ti e old feudal
system of Englanu
,
being in some respects well up to the standards
of government introduced by Henry II.
Each village had its council; each group of villages a
chief over them; and each province its ruling chief and his lieu-
tenant. The ruling chiefs formed a sort of senate house and under
the king, ruled the country, each of them being responsible for
the full administration of his own district as well as being a
councilor in the national senate. When absent in council, his
lieutenant c rried on his administrative work for him.
The country was organized largely with a view to w&jf and
service was expected of every man. Bribery was practically
unknown; a man's chance of rising to the position of chieftain
depended upon his reputation for administering justice truly and
well. A man could rise from the rank of peasant to the highest
chieftainship, first by election of a village to its headship and
later by attracting notice of the greater chiefs above him.
Their constitution did not develop ^s the feudal system
in England because there was no public opinion to limit the abuse
Eraser, A* j The Native African Tribes of the Uganda HillsSouthern
..orkrr.an, February, 1919.
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of royal autocracy.
The capital, Mengo, is a city set on twenty hills. Some
eighty thousand people live in this city. In every town there is
a market pi ce, generally under a large tree. The currency of the
country for ages past was the cowrie shell.
That the feudal system was not confined to the Sudan and
East Africa is shown by .Vork, who gives a description of an annual
festival of the Ashantis of the West Coast.
"At the great annual festival of the Ashantis— the yam
custom—all the caboceers, captains, and the greater number of
tributary kings or chiefs are expected to appear at the capital.
The nobles or captains against whom the king has cause to complain
are then placed on trial. Sometimes a chief who suspects that he 1
has become obnoxious to the king will not trust himself at the cap-
ital without the means of defense or intimidation. Sometimes a
powerful caboceer will bring three thousand armed attendants. This
is analogous to the dealings of a monarch of Medieval Europe with
his great barons."
As among other peoples, the office of king is in some cases
hereditary and in some cases elective. There are limited and
despotic monarchies. Many Negro tribes have a war lord who is not
one and the same as the peace lord. African chiefs are said to be
generally superior to their followers in physique. The chiefs on
the Sold Coast have their court forms and etiquette and their own
customs and mode of living. Liegro kings have insignia of royalty
the same as civilized potentates. Some kings si rround themselves
with a certain amount of mystery and magic. Their persons are held
sacred. They attempt by pomp ana other means to impress others,
particularly their subordinates. African courts, like European
Work: Parallelisms, Southern Workman, January, 1907.
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ones, have court flatterers. They have what night be called dip-
lomatic corps; all negotiations are placed in the hands of the
same men to avoid disavowals and unforseen contradictions con-
sequent on the lack of written stipulations.
The caste system preveils in Africa. The ranks on the
Gold Coast are (1) King, (2) caboceers or chief men, whose province
is to care for the city or village; (3) rich people; (4) the
common people; (5) slaves. In Uganda, there are four political
classes: (1) chiefs of the first rank; ( 2 ) chiefs of the second
rank; (3) peasants who are the basis of the population; (4)slaves.
There is in most cases opportunity for persons in the common or
slave class to rise tc the wealthy class or even to become chiefs,
*T£ven in recent times the South Africans heve demonstrated
their organizing power. Dowd says of the Kaffir tribes, "Their
military life and habit of manipulating men have developed far
beyond that of other races in Africa in constructive imagination.
Their strategy in war and diplomacy in politics would do credit
tc any race."
Their forms of government are half-patriarchal , half-
feudal, A benevolent despotism appears to be the best for them;
yet the great Zulu and Matabele leaders and the Waganda potentates
h-ve not been the absolute despots the:y appear to us, for their
power was derived from their chiefs. Their territories, though
not having the advantage of being mapped as "spheres of influence"
are recognized to extend as far as their arms can reach to strike
effectively.
^Johnson; Native African Faces and Culture, p. 12.
**White: The Development of Africa, p, 100,
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Law**** The Africans, like other peoples, have £ recognized code
of law, founded on principles of true but. merciless justice.
Each town or district usually has a regular place for holding
court. The courts of justice, which are very like those among
the early Anglo-Saxons, ere composed of the elders or chief mea,
with the king or chief presiding. There are higher and lower
courts with the power of appeal. The chiefs of Old Calabar hold
petty courts for tne punishment of their slaves and retainers,
but their decisions in almost ever./ case of life and death are
subject to the revision of the king. In loango the village
chief is the judge. Prom the tribunal of the chief of each
village there is a power of appeal to the governor of the province
and lastly to the king.
"Oaths are administered. Cn the Gold Coast, three oaths
are recognized in the native courts of the Akmapina; first, wukudu,
also called sokada, from the name of the pi ce where on Wukudu or
Wednesday , a former king was killed. Anyone sworn b. this oath
may be tried by the oi ief of the village or town. The second
oath, mdanku mrenta, means the three great oaths. A person sworn
by it can only be dealt with )aj the king. fllshirs, the third form
of oath, means "Blessing", but is ap< lied tc tne oath sworn by
the life of the king. That is, "iJay the king die if my cause is
not avenged or substantiated."
"The laws against theft, as among all primitive peoples
are ver., severe. In West Africa they have three moo.es of trying
for theft: (1) circumstantial evidence; (
2
) direct testimony;
(3) b, ordeal. The laws against adultery are very strict; the
punishment is either fine, mutilation, or death. Three kinds of
homicide are recognized. The punishment is death or a fine,
according to the circumstances. Ordeals and tests are used to
t
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determine guilt. The ordeals are by fire, by wuter, and by the
taking of poison. The last has already been described.
*In Bondu there is a regular code of laws and a court for
the trial of offenders. The principal laws refer to assaults,
manslaughter, theft, adultery, murder and high treason. Only
the last two crimes are punished by death, which is inflicted by
strangulation. Assaults are punished by fines or lashes; mans-
laughter by the price of six slaves; theft by amputation of the
right hand; or in confirmed cases, by starvation. For adultery
the male ofiender is punished by loss of property, or if he is
poor, with a severe flogging; but the woman generally escapes
punishment from her husband, or is even rewarded by him for
entrapping a victim from whom he gets heavy damages I
*
""Among the Kaffirs justice has so far advanced that the
relatives of a wounded man are not allowed to avenge his death,
nor ma.v they employ others to do so. The wrong must be redressed
after trial before the paramount chief. To avoid feud and blood- -
shed, the respective parties to the case are strictly forbidden
to go near one another's dwellings till after the case is finally
disposed of. The fines are paid to the chief instead of to the
injured p rties, as if the wrong had been inflicted on society
or the person who represents it. They justify the fact that the
kinsmen are left without compensation by the beautiful saying,
"One cannot eat one's own blood."
**0n the Congo the following seems to indicate some trace
of blood feud. If a man poisons an equal, he is simply decapi-
tated, but if an inferior commits this crime on a superior, the
whole of his male relatives, even to the infant at the breast, are
*Kacbrair: Africa ana the Africans, p. 63.
**W»rk: Parallelisms, Southern Workmen, January, 1907.
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put to death. In Bechuanaland , the whole village is responsible
for a theft. The head man must assist the person robbed, and
the responsibility can only be evaded by proving that the spoor,
generally hordes or cattle, extends beyond the village lands to
those of another village. Thus the whole tribe becomes interested
in detecting the thief. In East Africa, the blood fued is said
to prevail. Blood vengeance appears to have once been general
in Africa, but it has been restrained and in some instances
abolished in about the same mariner as it was restrained and
abolished in northern Europe* that is, by courts of arbitration
and compensation.
African law in regard to rights in land is most interest-
ing. *The native African admits no individual ownership in the
soil. All land within the tribal boundary, whether cultivated
or not, pasturage, waste ground, or forest, belongs to the commu-
nity in perpetuity. The individual acquires certain rights by
reason of his being a member of the community, but no right of
proprietorship. Where the chief is said to be the owner, he is
nothing more than a representative ana trustee of the tribe.
It follows that no man, not even a chief, can alienate the land. .
On the African's own collect ivist ic principles, if a man does
not use his share of the tribal land, it may be allotted to
another tribesman; and this rule may be extended to any community,
white or black.
*Smith: The Solden Stool, p. 149.
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Education
All of the various peoples of Africa have what may he
called a system of education. That is, a means hy which the
young are brought under authority and made to do what the trite
desires. Initiatory instruction in some cases lasts for months,
and even for years. Bo^s and girls are instructed separately
and apart from the village.
*Among the Xrosas of South Africa, all children over ten or
eleven are publicly instructed under the inspection of the chief,
the boys in the use of arms, and exercises for strengthening the
body; the girls in handicrafts and household service.
The initiatory exercises by which the young are instructed
are usually accompanied by seclusion which is strictly maintained
and the sanctity of which is practically never violated.
Secret Societies . African secret societies are strikingly
like those of other nations, particularly those of Europe during
the Middle Ages. Some of these resemblances are: (1) They are
usually educative; in .Vest Africa, secret societies are schools.
"All free boys and girls must enter what may be called the
school; for if their p rents do not place them in its charge
at the proper age, the society seizes them and returns them
on payment of more than the school fees would have been. (2)
Persons are as a rule admitted to membership by initiation on
the payment of a fee; (5) there are grades and degrees; for
example, Egbo has eighteen or twenty degrees; these grades or
degrees are usually purchased; (4) they frequently have an
elaborate ritual; (5) usually only freemen, as among the Masons,
are admitted to membership. (6) Members are generally obligated
Work: Parallelisms, Southern Workman, J
January, 1907.
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to protect and assist each other. (7) The societies are some-
times judicial, like the Vemgerichte of Westphalia. In Old
Calabar, they are the most powerful controlling influence and
answer all requirements of a national code of law. (8) They
are sometimes political, and (9) the.y have in every instance a
religious feature. There are affiliated and independent
societies of women. It has "been suggested that the secret
societies of Africa are of the same origin and the same organ-
ization as the mysteries, that is, what are commonly understood
as Masonic societies.
Africans of Note
.
That many Af.ricans have shown unusual capacity has been
abundantly proved. "The Negro did not change his race when he
was exported to America, and his progress there since his eman-
cipation has been truly astonishing."* This is but one of many
tributes that might be quoted in appreciation of the contributions
of African Negroes.
At this point in this study it has seemed fitting to give
very brief accounts of the accomplishments of native African
Negroes within recent times.
*In 1862, Moshesh, the great chief of the Bantus, gathered
the numerous clans around him and welded them into a nation.
Forseeing European invasion, he appealed to be taken under
British protection, and used what Sir Godfrey Lagdon rightly
calls "remarkable words".
"I will be under the Queen as her subject, and my people
will be her subjects, but under me. .. I wish to govern my
SsSi^ pl ?hl7Ggfll5es^ol. b?.°i?S?wn laws: tut « Queen
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wish after this to introduce other laws into my country, I would
he willing; but I should wish such laws to he submitted to the
council of the Basuto; and when they are accepted by my council,
I will send word to the Queen and inform her that they have
become law,"
Here, in 1862, we find an African chief laying down the
principles of Indirect Rule which today are so widely adopted
in the administration of African territories. Had the British
government at that time responded to the appeal of i.ioshesh,
an infinite amount of trouble and even of bloodshed might have
been averted.
James Smman Kwegyir Aggrey, The Interpreter*
On the Gold Coast and in Ashanti there have for centuries
past been Royal Linguists attached to kings and chiefs. Their
duty has been not only to interpret languages, but to interpret
questions that arise. The office of Linguist was one of high
honor.
There was on the Grold Coast in the 19th century, a man
named Kodwo Kweigyir Aggrey, who was Royal Linguist in the
court of King Amonu V of Anamabu. He not only served his master,
a Panti chief, very faithfully, but he won honor at the court of
the great Ashanti king. In time of war he could travel when roads
were closed to trade. When men began to quarrel, he could often
make peace. The Africans and the British officials both trusted
him; he helped them to understand one another.
:
( Taken partly from The Southern tVorkman, August, 1927)
(
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In the year 1875 there wes born to this Linguist a son,
James Smman Xwegyir Aggrey, who "became one of the greatest
interpreters ever known. He went out into three continents,
Africa, America and Europe
—
giving his life to help people to
I
understand one another.
Although born to royal office on his father's side, and
to high honors on his mother's side, Aggrey's great ambition
was to be spokesman for his entire country—Africa. He wanted
all of his people to be educsted in the larger sense, so that
they might contribute to the world both in spiritual, and
material matters. To this end he studied, both in the mission
schools of his country, and in America where he earned the
highest scholastic honors and degrees. Returning to Africa*
Dr. Aggrey devoted himself to the service of his people. He
proved himself a worthy descendant of a line of Royal Linguists;
he had a most remarkable power of reconciling white and black
in areas where misunderstanding and prejudice were all too
common, and he won the esteem and gratitude of white and black
alike
.
Kamba Simango
A member of the graduating class of 1919 at Hampton
Institute was Kemba Simango, a native of South Africa, a member
of the Hdau tribe. At the age of fifteen, Kamba was first told
of the existence of the alphabet by a chance friend. A little
later, he heard of a Mission School at It. Salinda, some miles
from his home, and braving many dangers and hardships, he made
his way to this school. Here he made astonishing progress, and
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the officers of the school decided to send him to America, As
one of the teachers in the school had taught at Hampton Institute,
it was but natural that Hampton should be selected as the school
to which he was to be sent,
Simango was probably about twenty-one when he arrived at
Hampton Institute, having had about five years' schooling. His
progress was quite as remarkable there as it had been in the
lit. Sal inda Mission School. He was a leader among the students
in every way. Although until he was about sixteen he had not even
heard English, he was an excellent English student, and captured
several prizes for oratorical work.
After graduating from Hampton, he entered Columbia
University, where he worked for some time with Professor Boaz,
He received his degree, B, S,, after three and one-half years in
college.
All of his work in America was with one end in view— to
return to his home and help his own people. Before he could do
that, he had to spend more time in preparation, both in England
and Portugal, since his home was in Portuguese territory, and
it was necessary for him to receive full credentials from the
Portuguese government to take up this work. This, by the way,
w=s not by any means an easy task to accomplish, and required
not only patience and hard work, but no inconsiderable amount
of diplomacy as well.
Simango is back in Africa now, having spent about ten
years in America and Europe in preparation for his life work.
His school has been established and he is helping to make one
spot in Africa a happrer place in which to live.
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It is impossible to work, as I have done, for many years
at Hampton Institute, with young men, horn among these people
so generally regarded as inferiors and savages, and not acquire
a hearty respect for their ability and high purpose. Simango
is hut one of a long list of native Africans who have lived
among us and given us proof of their capacity and ability to
achieve.
Conclusion
The views generally held concerning the African Negro
are largely conditioned by the knowledge—or lack of it
—
which we possess concerning the Negro in Africa. Up to the
present real knowledge has been confined to a very few people,
mostly careful students of ethnology or anthropology, and
those few who have, for one reason or another, taken the
time and trouble to acquire such knowledge as is open to us
through a study of the works of writers who have been thorough
in their investigations and in their analysis of the African,
and have not generalized from all too few particulars. Books
written by casual travellers, hunters and sight-seers, are
likely to present a very one-sided picutre of Africa, and it
is only by careful analysis of many accounts that we are able
to approximate the truth. Contrary to the general idea, Africa
is a rather thinly populated continent, and great distances
separate various races and tribes from each other, so that it
is but natural that there should be great diversity of manners
and customs among them. What may be a truthful account given
by some writer, if it were credited to an isolated tribe or
village is more than likely erroneous if applied too generally.
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One still finds all too often statements such as: "family
responsibilities count not at all" with the Bantu, which is found
in a semi-official handbook published in South Africa, (South
African Yearbook and Guide, 1925, page 195.) Some writers
state positively that the natives of Africa are quite immoral,
when if the matter were investigated, the opposite is more nearly
true. That their sense of what is right differs from ours is not
always a just criterios of morality. Another popular charge is
that the African is lazy. This is a thoughtless statement because
it fails to take into account either the climate, which is an
important factor in practically all parts of the continent, or
the fact that there actually is not a leisured class acong the
Africans, if one except the fihiefs. 3ach group has its special
duties, and although the observer may fail to understand them,
it would hi rdly seem possible for a people chronically "lazy"
to turn out shch specimens of handicraft as have been described
and illustrated in this study, and which are quite general
throughout the continent, or such physically fine specimens of
manhood as may be seen in many parts of the country.
That the Africans are not lacking in intellectual ability
is easily shown by the numbers of Africans who have proved their
ability to compete with Europeans on the latters 1 own territory
and in their own language. Another instance of this is the
winning of the G-oncourt x'rize, a few years ago by Rene Liaran,
a native of the Congo, who wrfcte the novel, Batcuala.
This particular study is designed to show the brighter
side of the picture, to show that the African Negroes really have
I
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evolved a native culture which fits admirably their needs. In
political organization, for the government and control of scattered
villages and tribes, little in the way of improvement has been
suggested by the European who has gone into the country to exploit
its natural resources and its people; indeed the opposite is all
too often the case, for rules and regulations which are fitted
to Europeans quite likely fail in their application to the African
i^egro, and the best success has been attained where the indirect
rule, advocated years ago by the Bantu chife, i.oshesh, has been
applied.
In the matter or morals, if we taKe the trouble to look
for similarities rather than merely note the differences, we
are likely to be astonished to find that under the skin, people
think and act much the same, under similar circumstances, the
world over.
The handt of the African Negroes are the hands of skilled
workers, artisans, craftsmen, artists. They are not the hands
of unskilled laborers. This may, perhaps be accounted for in
various ways, but examination of the products of the blacksmith,
the wood carver, the worker in textiles, will convince the most
skeptical that skillful, clever fingers are essential to the
production of these articles.
That there are both gr©i ps and individuals who do not
measure up to high standards of the more advanced people, is a
fact, also. There is a very dark side to the picture of the i^egro
in Africa. There are still cannibals in the Congo Forest; there
is still much infanticide; infant mortality in Africa is hardly
exceeded anywhere in the world, even during the most severe
epidemics.
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There is much superstition, and much cruelty follows
ulways, everywhere, in the trail of superstition, ,Ve are not,
ourselves, however, so far removed from belief in witchcraft, and
its attendant horrors that we can afford to condemn the Africans
too bitterly for their beliefs and practices.
To our way of thinking, there is an appalling lack of
cleanliness and sanitation. A thorough inspection of the housing
facilities in some of the slums of our great cities might convince
us that all uncleanl iness and unsanitary conditions are not con-
fined to Africa.
In spite of certain undeniably repulsive features of
African life, there ere nk-ny fine things that have come to us
from that continent. Among them, on the material side, the
smelting of iron, without which our present machine age would
be impossible; the development of the market and fair, which
were the forerunners of the town and city in our commercial life.
On the spiritual side, we find the art and music of the Negrov
both of which are but just beginning to be appreciated.
Even so casual a study as this leads us to the conclusion
that the people of Africa, as elsewhere in the vorld, even in
these United States, are human, end show every sort of human
disposition, aptitude and ability.
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